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ABSTRACT 

A Decision Support System for Income-Producing Real Estate Development 

Feasibility Analysis and Alternative Assessment. (May 2005) 

Yosaporn Leelarasamee, B.Arch., Silpakorn University; 

M.S., Texas A&M University 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. M. Atef Sharkawy 
 
 
 

The purpose of this study is to design, develop, and evaluate a prototype scenario-

assisted decision support system (DSS) for use in venture and alternative assessment 

during the predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate development.  This 

research examines theoretical underpinnings and associated advancements related to 

income-producing real estate development and decision support systems.  Particular 

emphasis was placed on synthesis of relating disciplines’ models and advancements that 

support design and development of the decision support system.  The result of the 

system design and development are embodied in a prototype scenario-assisted decision 

support system for income-producing real estate development (DSSVenture).  The design 

and development of the program are documented in this dissertation. 

Following the design and development stage, the validation of DSSVenture’s data 

and logic models was conducted based on two case studies from well-known real estate 

development publications.  The system was then tested on a group of graduate students 

who enrolled in an advanced real estate development course at Texas A&M University 

to examine whether its facilitation objective had been achieved.  Since this research 
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hypothesized that the decision support system would facilitate developers’ decision 

making during predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate development, 

three operational variables were tested, namely number of alternatives examined, time to 

reach decisions, and coefficient of projected net present value variations. 

The testing results indicate that DSSVenture system significantly enhances 

comprehensiveness of the decision context by increasing the number of alternatives for 

developers.  Since the use of the system significantly reduces developers’ time to reach 

decisions, the efficiency of decision making is improved.  Finally, the results of the 

study confirm that the use of DSSVenture system substantially diminishes variation of 

profit projection among decision makers.  Therefore, the facilitation objective is 

achieved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

General Problem 

The traditional assumption in the decision support systems (DSS) research is that if 

decision makers are provided with expanded processing capabilities, they will use them 

to analyze problems in greater depth and make better decisions as a result.  This study 

traces decision making by real estate developers, with particular focus on feasibility 

assessment and venture considerations during the predevelopment stage of income-

producing real estate.  In addition, the study proposes to develop and evaluate a 

prototype decision support system for income-producing real estate; venture and 

alternative assessment (DSSVenture). 

Real estate development is a multidisciplinary science, which commonly demands 

extensive investment.  Real estate development is defined as the steps by which a 

property may be altered over time to increase its value or usefulness (Blew, 1989).  A 

real estate development involves a number of people from various disciplines including, 

space users, developers, investors, owners/managers, service providers, lenders, service 

providers.  Moreover, public interest must also be taken into consideration (Roulac, 

1996b).  By nature the practice of real estate development requires expertise in both 

physical and financial dimensions (Sharkawy, 1994).  Real estate developers, among 

others, center themselves as key players who coordinate development activities from 

initiation to construction, operation, and eventually disposition. 

  
This dissertation follows the format of The Journal of Real Estate Research. 
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Primary characteristics of real estate investment and market inefficiency are major 

factors that expose real estate investment to various types of risks.  The risks in real 

estate development can be observed in terms of Business, Management, Financial, 

Political, Inflation, Liquidity, and Interest Rates (Etter, 1995f).  Despite some 

uncontrollable factors, the primary characteristics of real estate can present entrepreneurs 

with numerous opportunities to generate extraordinary return (Pyhrr, Cooper, Wofford, 

Kapplin and Lapides, 1989). 

Investment performance of income-producing real estate depends heavily on future 

operation.  In other words, future operating incomes and expenses take a major role in 

determining the degree of success of the investment.  Studies in early stages of income-

producing real estate development are critical, as they establish a basis for strategic 

planning.  By considering real estate investment characteristics, decisions made “now” 

are essential to future investment performance.   

Developers must carefully assess development scenarios ranging from physical 

configurations, market situations, and venture structures to ensure physical sustainability, 

product marketability, and financial feasibility.  In order to reach a strategic decision, 

they have to assess many development alternatives.  Often, they have to conduct 

analyses with limited resources and within a narrow timeframe.  Developers have to put 

much effort in time-consuming processes, which include finding the most reliable 

information, and repeatedly performing comprehensive analyses. 

Decisions developers make in the predevelopment stage are very important.  In 

many cases, the decisions affect significantly the future investment performance of the 
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developed property.  Implementing improper strategy can result in a low return on 

investment.  At the extreme, it may lead to bankruptcy and may indebt developers 

seriously.  Therefore, the uniqueness of decision making in such conditions provides 

opportunity of research and development. 

Importance of the Problem 

Factors in real estate development such as local markets, interest rates, and 

competitions influence investment performance.  Changes in the physical dimensions, 

more or less, will affect development cost, which will eventually influence the financial 

dimensions, and vice versa.  Since investors are unable to make perfect forecasts, they 

cannot eliminate risks.  Understanding the impact of the uncertainties and decision 

factors can assist developers in making sound decisions as well as minimizing the 

possibility of loss. 

Stephen Pyhrr, et al. (1989) present five levels of risk analysis that should be an 

integral part of real estate investment decisions: Basic Feasibility Model, Discounted 

Cash Flow from Most Likely Outcome, IRR Partitioning and Risk Absorption Analysis, 

Sensitivity Analysis, and Mote Carlo Risk Simulation.  While these analyses are proven 

useful, they are also discussed as time-consuming, frustrating, and unproductive. 

Computers have been used in real estate decision making for decades.  However, 

due to formerly high costs of access to computer systems and software, only developers 

and financial institutions dealing with massive projects found using computers practical 

(Trippi, 1989).  In the mid 1980s, as a result of lower computer cost, software became 
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widely available.  Decision support systems for real estate related decisions accordingly 

gained a more important role. 

Real estate related decision support systems assist in handling semi-structured 

strategic problems, such as acquisition, divestment, expansion, renovation, and 

conversion of assets.  A large number of systems have been developed to support 

decision-making process from the property management’s point of view.  Nonetheless, 

at the time of this study, systems developed to facilitate developer’s decisions during the 

predevelopment stage have not been found. 

As previously mentioned, decisions made in the predevelopment stage of real estate 

development are critical to future investment performance.  Considering that risks are 

irrefutable, resources are limited, and time is essential, careful analyses during the 

predevelopment stage are indispensable.  Under the same circumstance, developers who 

are equipped with the tools that facilitate the decision-making process will have 

competitive advantages over those who are not.  Decision support systems reduce risks 

for investors and developers.  Finally, researching and developing such systems will 

contribute knowledge in both real estate development and information technology fields. 
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RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Problem Statement 

The purpose of this study is to develop a prototype scenario-assisted decision 

support system for use in venture and alternative assessment during the predevelopment 

stage of income-producing real estate development (DSSVenture). 

Research Objective 

Recent developments in computer technology have decreased software and 

hardware costs.  The objective of this study is to demonstrate how utilizing computer 

and information technology can facilitate human expert judgment in solving cognitive 

tasks in organized manner. 1  This study will develop a prototype system to facilitate 

decision quality by providing a user-friendly interface and organized views of 

alternatives in the predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate development.  

Fashioned after Peter Keen and Michael Scott Morton’s (1978) view, the decision 

support system couples intellectual resources of individuals with the capabilities of 

computers to improve decision quality.  

Research Hypotheses 

This study proposes the below hypotheses in order to examine achievement of the 

proposed system, DSSVenture.  In general, the proposed prototype DSSVenture will 

                                                 

1 In this study, cognitive task is defined as the derivation process of expected future 
investment performance including net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return 
(IRR), by comparing cash flows and capital investment of development scenarios. 
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significantly facilitate developer’s decisions in scenario selection during the 

predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate development. 

Hypothesis One 

DSSVenture-assisted users will be able to consider a greater number of development 

alternatives than non-DSSVenture-assisted users. 

Hypothesis Two 

DSSVenture-assisted users will take less time to select a development alternative 

than non-DSSVenture-assisted users. 

Hypothesis Three 

Variance in profit projection among DSSVenture-assisted users will be lower than 

that among non-DSSVenture-assisted users. 

Using decision support systems has been hypothesized in increasing decision quality 

by allowing more alternatives to be examined (Alter, 1980).  Therefore, the first 

hypothesis investigates the benefits of the subject system in improving 

comprehensiveness of decision making.  Through assistance of the subject system, the 

decision maker will be able to examine more development alternatives in comparison 

with non-DSSVenture-assisted group. 

Time saving is one potential benefit of using a decision support system as it 

increases efficiency of decision making (Alter, 1980).  The second hypothesis addresses 

the consequence of the subject system on time required to reach the decision.  In 

addition, as critical factors change, reassessment is necessary to adjust development 
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strategy to meet emerging new conditions.  This hypothesis also explores a key benefit-- 

better use of data resources (Keen and Scott Morton, 1978).  The data resources 

established with assistance of the subject system will provide easy access to necessary 

information and enable decision makers to examine and select the data in a timely and 

organized manner. 

The third hypothesis examines volatility of performance of the DSSVenture-aided 

group versus the non DSSVenture-aided groups, as a potential benefit of a decision 

support system is reduction in the diversity of performance (Alter, 1980).  The range of 

development performance projection among decision-makers facilitated by the subject 

system will be narrower than that of non-DSSVenture-aided decision-makers. 

Anticipated Benefits 

The multidisciplinary theories underpinning the real estate development and real 

estate investment is well established.  Likewise, analytical procedures in support of these 

theories are not only established, but often advanced.  Despite this favorable 

environment, investment analysis of real estate development remains a segregated and 

time-consuming proposition.  Decisions made during the predevelopment stage are 

usually framed by a small window of opportunity.  Moreover, the opportunity is often 

complicated by developer’s limited resources.  However, the decisions made under the 

constraints result long-term consequences.  As (Miles and Wurtzebach, 1977, p. 338) 

note: “The complexity of the real property development process implies the need to 

develop a computer simulation model designed to aid development period decision 

makings.”  This research seeks to make available a prototype decision support system 
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prototype that facilitates the process of examining project’s feasibility, as well as 

identifying potential development-venture scenarios and their associated risks. 

As a result, developer’s limited resources can be spent wisely.  The limited time, for 

example, can be focused on a development and analysis of potential alternatives instead 

of number crunching and data organizing.  Moreover, developers can focus on 

identifying and examining sensitivity factors.  Accordingly, DSSVenture can be used in 

finding a way to control or avoid their impacts.  Meanwhile, other resources, such as 

capital, can be spent on acquiring meaningful and reliable information.  Finally, within 

the limited window of opportunity, more alternatives can be evaluated.  The possibility 

of proceeding with the optimum development-venture scenario can accordingly be 

increased.  All this anticipations reduce the risk of real estate investment.  In addition to 

the potential benefits for real estate developers, equity investors and the other key 

participants in the development process will be similarly benefit on finding the 

development’s feasibility and risks involved. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to review the state of knowledge and technological 

development relevant to income-producing real estate development decisions.  The 

review examines previous work in the fields of real estate development, income-

producing real estate investment, and information technology. 

The first part of the review deals with identifying research and publications that 

cover real estate development practice in general.  It covers real estate development 

principles, participants, processes, and the associated development synergy.  Then, the 

review focuses on income-producing real estate investment related issues, namely risks, 

feasibility, and systematic investment analyses. 

Since this research deals with development of a decision support system, 

information technology is an essential supporting field.  The review accordingly covers 

research and publications related to the technology with a focus on decision support 

systems, and summarizes the history and technology of decision support systems.  Next, 

the review narrows to discuss scientific advances in logic models, software, and decision 

support systems, in relevant to real estate industry.  Furthermore, since computers play a 

significant role in completing a decision support system, computer science, with a focus 

on hardware and software availability, is also reviewed to establish a guideline for 

further development. 

Exhibit 1 summarizes elements of the literature review and its interdisciplinary 

nature. 
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Exhibit 1 

Literature Review – Disciplines and Emphasis Areas 

Disciplines Emphasis Areas 
Real Estate Development Multidisciplinary Planning 

Principles, Participants, Processes, and Synergy 

Income-Producing Real Estate Investment Market Research 
Systematic Investment Analysis 
Real Estate Investment Characteristics and Risks 
Financial Feasibility Analysis 

Information Technology Decision Support 
Logic Models for Feasibility Analysis 
Computer Science 

 

Real Estate Development 

The review begins with identifying research and publications related to real estate 

development, many of which were exceptionally comprehensive.  Among many good 

publications, a large number of sources provide comprehensive coverage of real estate 

development fundamentals, including the process, the analysis, and the strategies.  A 

variety of development sectors are explored including land development, residential 

development, office development, industrial park and building development, and retail 

development. 

Authors of renowned publications covering real estate development fundamentals 

include James Graaskamp (1981), Howard Zuckerman and George Belvins (1991), 

Richard Peiser and Dean Schwanke (1992), Michael Miles, Richard Haney and Gayle 

Berens (1996), and Miles, Berens and Marc Weiss (2000).  In addition, Journal of Real 

Estate Research (since 1986), Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics (since 

1988), Journal of Real Estate Literatures (since 1993), and Journal of Property 
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Research (since 1996) are among well-established scholarly journals with general focus 

on real estate issues. 

Since this study deals with financial feasibility analysis during the predevelopment 

stage of income-producing real estate development, part of the review was conducted to 

determine how the analysis interrelates with the overall process.  Before proceeding 

further in detail, understanding the nature and the process as fundamental to 

development is important. 

The Graaskamp-Sharkawy’s Multidisciplinary Planning Model – MDPM  indicates 

the need for multidisciplinary integration of real estate development planning 

(Graaskamp and Sharkawy, 1971).  The model provides a framework and general 

process in which the interfaces take place.  Exhibit 2 reproduces the Multidisciplinary 

Development Planning Model (Sharkawy, 1971; Graaskamp, 1981).  The focus of 

DSSVenture development is bounded by the dashed line in the following figure. 
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Exhibit 2 

Multidisciplinary Development Planning Model (MDPM) 

Market Analysis
• Consumer Profiles
• Supply & Demand

• Occupancy & Absorption

Facility Program
• Product Mix & Amenities

• Space Requirements
• Functional Analysis

Market Ability Analysis
• Market Standards & Differentials

• Merchandising Strategy
• Market Programs

Financial Analysis
• Income-Cost Analysis

• Feasibility Analysis

Schematic Design and Plan
• Problem Structure – Diagram

• Design/Plan Scheme

Goal and Objective

Site Analysis
• Zoning & Utilities

• Access & Linkages

Environmental Analysis
• Suitability Analysis

• Edge Effect

Value Creation
• Optimizing Capital Cost

• Adaptation to Environment
• Fit with Psychocultural Profiles

• Achieving Project Synergy

Preliminary / Design and Plan
• Material & Detail Files

• Preliminary Plan & Elevations
•Cost Estimates & Schedules

Detailed Financial Analysis
• Cost Capital Components

• Equity-Debt Plan and Timeline

THE PHYSICAL THE FINANCIAL

 
Based on Graaskamp and Sharkawy (1971), and Sharkawy (1971). 

In order to understand the multidisciplinary nature of real estate development, the 

review looked into real estate development process and its participants.  The general 

concepts of the processes have been well published.  Among many sources identified in 

this review were Graaskamp (1981), David Arnold and W. O'Mara (1984), Zuckerman 

and Belvins (1991), Peiser and Schwanke (1992), Sharkawy (1994), Sharkawy and 

Michael Nobe (1995), Miles, et al. (1996), Nobe (1996), and Stephen Roulac (1996a). 
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Based on the review, one can conclude that development process is commonly 

divided into chronological phases according to concentration of activities and level of 

accomplishment.  However, the number and title of development phases are different 

among sources.  With a focus on sequences of development activities Arnold and 

O’Mara (1984) organizes development process into five phases, namely planning and 

initiation, feasibility, commitment, construction, and management and operation.  Peiser 

and Schwanke (1992) divide the process into four major stages of predevelopment, 

Construction, Leasing, and Operations to explain the typical length of time related to 

each stage of the development.  Sharkawy (1994) proposes a timeline which presents 

relationship between major participants and development activities.  He divides the 

development process into eight chronological phases within four major stages of 

Predevelopment, Document Development, Project Production, and Post Development.  

His development process is graphically presented in Exhibit 3. 

One can observe that, depending on the objective of the study, the authors utilize 

different techniques and terms to describe the development process.  However, to 

establish a basis for this research, techniques and terms involving development process 

referred to this study are indebted to Sharkawy (1994) as he clearly presents the 

relationship between major participants and their corresponding duration of activities.  

The development stage, the focus of this study, is bounded by the dashed line in Exhibit 

3. 
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Relationship between real estate’s physical attributes and its financial value is a 

topic of interest among real estate researchers.  Sharkawy’s (1994) PHY-FI model 

suggests trade-offs among the physical attributes and the financial value of real estates 

(Exhibit 4).  His study proposes an integrative framework for design economy 

encompassing the cost-income-value continuum.  Furthermore, it bridges the 

development-operations-disposition stages of real estate investment cycle. 

Exhibit 4 

Real Estate Development: Synergy of Physical and Financial Dimensions 

Real Estate
Development

THE FINANCIALTHE PHYSICAL

Natural
Environment

Urban
Linkages

Space
Markets

Money
Markets

THE MARKETTHE ENVIRONMENT

 
Based on Sharkawy (1994) 

A large number of studies reinforce the economic value trade-off paradigm.  Kenton 

Ownbey, Davis Kyle and Havey Sundel (1994) present the relationship between 
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economic value and location of income-producing properties.  Sharkawy and Joseph 

Rabianski (1995) describe how design elements enhance real estate value.  M. Brown 

(1999) concludes that spatial form is a significant factor that leads to economic failure of 

a commercial real estate.  Bob Thompson and Michael Hills (1999) discuss changes in 

office buildings’ value due to physical amenity improvement.  Michael Bond, Vicky 

Seiler and Michael Seiler (2002) suggest that interrelationship between real estate’s 

outward orientation and its economic value.  Randall Guttery (2002) concludes that 

design significantly influences residential subdivision’s value.  Thomas Jackson (2002) 

suggests environmental factors are critical for economic value industrial real estates.  In 

order to present that the value trade-off paradigm prevail across real estate industry, 

Exhibit 5 organizes the aforementioned studies by development sectors. 

Exhibit 5 

Economic Value Trade-Off Paradigm Supporting Studies 

Sectors Articles 

Real Estate in General  Sharkawy and Rabianski (1995) 
 Roulac (1996a) 

Residential  Bond, et al. (2002) 
 Guttery (2002) 

Commercial: Retail  Ownbey, Kyle and Sundel (1994) 
 Brown (1999) 
 Mejia and Eppli (2000) 

Commercial: Office  Thompson and Hills (1999) 

Industrial  Jackson (2002) 
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Income-Producing Real Estate Investment 

The review suggests the abundance of research in relevant with income-producing 

real estate investment.  Since this study focuses on facilitation of real estate developer’s 

decisions during the predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate, 

understanding the current state of knowledge relevant to the decision context is 

particularly important.  Therefore, this portion of the review focused on three major 

areas: 

• Real estate market research 

• Systematic investment analysis, and 

• Feasibility and risk assessment 

Real Estate Market Research 

Developers cannot be successful if they supply a product that is already in the 
market.  Instead, they must seek an unmet need; in supplying that unmet need, 
they mush achieve a sustainable competitive edge that will allow them to reap the 
benefits of their monopoly position (Etter and Massey, 1995, p. 44). 

Real estate market research analyses the supply and demand for a particular type of 

space within a given market area.  A primary focus of the market research is to identify 

highest and best use of a property, which is defined as, “The reasonably probable and 

legal use of vacant land or an improved property that is physically possible, legally 

permissible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the highest 

value” (Appraisal Institute, 1996, p. 297). 

Many publications deliberately explain foundations and process of general real 

estate market analysis (Clapp, 1987; Clapp and Messner, 1988; Fanning, Grissom and 
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Pearson, 1994).  Adrienne Schmitz and Deborah Bret (2001), and Wayne Etter and John 

Massey (1995) describe real estate market analysis through case studies.  Stephen 

Messner (1969) pays attention to the analysis of a specific market environment, a 

university town.  A few publications give in-depth discussions of the analysis of 

particular property segments such as senior housing (Gimmy and Boehm, 1988; Brecht, 

2002), and sports facility (Gimmy, 1978). 

This review discovers that definitions and quantifications of steps in real estate 

market analysis are used differently among the aforementioned sources.  However, with 

a similar aim to identify the highest and best use, it could be observed that a typical 

market research includes an analysis of market trends and segmentation, consumer 

profiles, market area, and market supply and demand (Clapp and Messner, 1988; Etter 

and Massey, 1995; Schmitz and Brett, 2001). 

Systematic Investment Analysis 

For more than three decades, a large number of systematic investment analysis 

publications and studies have been published.  Frederick Hiller (1963) is the earliest 

author this study reviews.  He presents the use of statistical method for evaluation of 

risky investments.  David Hertz (1964) suggests Monte Carlo Simulation, a quantitative 

assessment approach using probabilities to measure the risks involving capital 

investment.  In 1979, Hertz adds an emphasis on the nature and the processing of data 

used in specific combinations of investment variables.  Michael Harris and John Pringle 

(1985) suggest risk-adjusted discount rates for use when dealing with projects associated 

with atypical financing and non-average operating risks. 
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Since this research focuses on analysis of income-producing real estate 

development/investment feasibility, the review examines systematic investment analysis 

publications related to the industry.  It found that the knowledge body of real estate 

systematic investment analysis was very well developed and documented.  Many 

references are comprehensive, covering fundamentals, analyses, strategies, and decisions.  

These include John Wiedemer (1985), J. Canestaro (1989), Austin Jaffe and C. Sirmans 

(1989), and Deborah Ford (1994). 

Research that particularly concerns the application of the analysis to real estate 

investment and development abounds.  Peter Pellat (1971) presents criteria for real estate 

investment analysis under risky circumstances.  Miles and Charles Wurtzebach (1977) 

propose a conceptual framework for real estate investment risk analysis.  A computer 

simulation model was developed accordingly.  William Martin (1978) suggests a Rate-

of-Return model for evaluating income-producing real estate investment.  James Venor 

(1989) identifies real estate investment risks that emerge in the 80s.  With an aim to 

explain basic analytical tools for real estate investment analysis, Etter (1995e) assembles 

a number of literatures previously published through Texas A&M’s Real Estate Center. 

Feasibility and Risk Assessment 

Risks associated with income-producing real estate cannot be evaluated without 

understanding how they are related to real estate characteristics (Etter, 1995f).  Exhibit 6 

on page 20 summarizes those primary real estate characteristics identified in his article. 
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Exhibit 6 

Primary Real Estate Characteristics 

Characteristics Descriptions 

Physical Immobility Real Estate Investment property cannot be removed 

Long Economic Life Real Estate Investment property must produce cash returns over a 
long period in order to recover its cost and provide reasonable return 
to the investors. 

Large Economic Size Real Estate Investment (in most cases) requires large amount of 
capital investment compared to other kinds of investment; i.e., 
common stock. 

Source: Etter (1995f, p. 12) 

If a desired outcome were to be guaranteed, risks would not exist.  However, 

bounded by the above characteristics, risks are inevitable in all real estate developments.  

Degrees of the risk depend on the difference between the desired and the actual outcome.  

Etter (1995f) describes seven relevant real estate investment risks, summarized in 

Exhibit 7.  At the same time, with some control over a few critical factors such as 

location, the daunting characteristics can turn into competitive advantages that may 

generate attractive returns on the investment.  More importantly, the investment 

feasibility of such assumptions has to be ensured. 
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Exhibit 7 

Real Estate Investment Risks 

Risks Descriptions 

Business The property will fail to generate sufficient cash flow. 
Physical Immobility and Long Economic Life 

Management The property managers will fail to respond properly to changes in the 
business environment and, therefore, fail to earn a satisfactory return. 
Physical Immobility and Long Economic Life 

Financial The property will have inadequate income to meet debt service 
requirements. 
Physical Immobility, Long Economic Life and Large Economic Size 

Political A government action adversely affects the property or the investor. 
Physical Immobility and Long Economic Life 

Inflation Cash benefits received in the future will have less purchasing power 
than an equal benefit received today. 
Large Economic Size 

Liquidity A property cannot be sold quickly without loss or large selling 
expenses. 
Physical Immobility and Long Economic Life 

Interest Rate The property’s value will decrease because of increased interest rate. 
Long Economic Life and Large Economic Size 

Source: Etter (1995f, p. 22) 

A feasible real estate development project is not only financially sound, but also 

environmentally viable and physically creative (Sharkawy, 1994), and socially 

responsible (Leelarasamee, 2003).  Exhibit 8 illustrates real estate development 

feasibility as a balance of environmental & physical, financial, and social dimensions.  

Consequently, in order to enhance the possibility of the project’s feasibility, factors for 

each dimension have to be harmonized, synthesized, and balanced.  During the 

predevelopment stage, many decisions have to be made to ensure the feasibility. 
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Exhibit 8 

Real Estate Development Feasibility 

 
Source: Leelarasamee (2003) 

Decisions made during the predevelopment stage of real estate development are 

particularly important.  They potentially change the development program, which 

eventually results in changes of development cost, future operating incomes and 

expenses, and financing criteria.  Once decisions are made, the developer will coordinate 

production of a preliminary development documents.  The next step is to test the 

project’s financial feasibility.  “If the property can generate adequate net operating 

income to support sufficient debt to finance the property, and provide satisfactory cash 

return to the developer-investor, the project is financially feasible” (Etter, 1995d, p. 3). 

Various steps of financial feasibility analysis of income-producing real estate are 

called and quantified differently across the different publications.  However, the most 
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critical variables in determining feasibility for a real estate development are development 

cost, operating income and expense, financing, and return on investment (Cooper, 1974; 

Cooper, Pyhrr and William, 1983; Wiedemer, 1985; Canestaro, 1989; Jaffe and Sirmans, 

1989; Pyhrr, et al., 1989; Ford, 1994; Etter, 1995c). 

Financial analyses conducted during the predevelopment stage primarily aim at 

evaluating the interests of key participants previously identified in Exhibit 3.  Different 

measures for evaluating investment performance include present value (Pyhrr, et al., 

1989; Etter, 1995b), net present value (Pyhrr, et al., 1989; Etter, 1995b; Besley and 

Brigham, 1999), return on investment (Devine, 1980) and internal rate of return (Martin, 

1978; Pyhrr, et al., 1989; Etter, 1995b). 

Since key participants in real estate development are unable to make precise 

forecasts, risks exist in real estate investment.  Progressively more detailed risk analyses 

are required.  Five levels of risk analysis have been proposed, namely basic financial 

feasibility model, discounted cash flow from most likely outcome, internal rate of return 

partitioning and risk absorption analysis, sensitivity analysis, and monte carlo risk 

simulation (Harris and Pringle, 1985; Pyhrr, et al., 1989). 

Decisions during the predevelopment stage are critical.  Primarily, predevelopment 

is the planning stage that forms the basis for production, construction, marketing, and 

management in later stages.  Due to the characteristics discussed above, decisions made 

during the predevelopment stage with limited resources and time more or less influence 

very long results, some of which may be pivotal.  Exhibit 9 presents a timeline for 

developing and operating typical income-producing real estate. 
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Exhibit 9 

Development and Operation of a Typical Income-Producing Real Estate 

 
Source: Peiser and Schwanke (1992) 

During predevelopment, Project Initialization phase focuses on making decisions.  

Peiser and Schwanke (1984) present a number of decisions made during project 

initialization stage.  Sharkawy and Nobe (1995) recognize the value of decisions during 

the stage and focused on development of clinical models.  They develop the Front-

Door/Back-Door financial decision support system accordingly to aid the process of 

development cost and market-based rental rate justification of an investment property.  

Since real estate development cost is among significant factors that influence decisions 

during the predevelopment stage, Nobe (1996) studies derivation of cost, and developed 

and proposed a decision support system accordingly. 

Information Technology 

Because this research deals directly with a decision support system designed for use 

during the predevelopment stage, this part of the review explores the literatures in the 

supporting areas of decision support systems related to real estate development.  These 

areas include decision support system, logic models, computer science, and real estate 

decision supports. 

Decision support systems in general explore the nature and advancement of the 

discipline.  Relevant logic models follow to identify existing works and research in the 
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areas related to the real estate industry.  Computer science by necessity includes 

availability of computer hardware and software, because this research intends to use 

computer advancement to facilitate human decision-making expertise.  The final part of 

the review includes previous and existing works in decision support relevant to the real 

estate industry in order to identify the availability of systems in the market. 

Decision Support Systems 

The root of decision support system in business analysis grew from the efforts of 

managers to apply quantitative models to daily problems and decisions that they faced in 

an organizational environment.  A study by Robert Ferguson and Curtis Jones (1969) 

indicate that managerial decision abilities are significantly enhanced with assistance of a 

decision support systems.  Since then, a number of studies confirm that decision support 

systems facilitate decision-making process and enhance decision quality (Alter, 1980; 

Devine, 1980; Sprague and Carlson, 1982; Thierauf, 1982; Sharda, Barr and McDonnel, 

1988; Benbasat and Nault, 1990; Adelman, 1992). 

With a large number of scholarly publications, the discipline of decision support 

systems has been well established.  Dating back to the late 1960s, research in this area 

began with two most influential scholars, such as Michael Scott Morton and John Little.  

Articles on the system during the early days were published in business journals, such as 

Management Science (since 1956), Harvard Business Review (since 1922), and Sloan 

Management Review (since 1970).  Information & Management and Decision Support 

Systems were later published in 1977, and 1985 respectively to accommodate studies in 

the field (Sprague and Watson, 1979). 
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According to D. Power (2003), Scott Morton (1968a) is acknowledged as a pioneer 

in model-driven decision support systems.  A number of his studies associated with 

model-driven decision support systems have been published since the late 1970s and the 

early 1980s (Scott Morton, 1968b; Scott Morton and McCosh, 1968; Gorry and Scott 

Morton, 1971; Lorange and Scott Morton, 1974).  Gordon Davis defines Management 

Information Systems (MIS) as, “an integrated, man/machine system for providing 

information to support the operations, management, and decision-making function in an 

organization” (Davis, 1974, p. 5). 

Although decision support systems have been around for more than thirty years, 

their exact definition has been widely debated.  The arguments commonly relate to the 

overlap and/or independence of the different types of systems, namely, Management 

Information System (MIS), Management Intelligence Systems (MINTS), and Expert 

Systems (ES).  Keen and Scott Morton (1978) define a decision support system as 

computer’s role in the decision-making process to assist decision makers in semi-

structured tasks.  Ralph Sprague and Eric Carlson (1982) describe the systems as 

interactive computer-based systems to help decision makers use data and models to 

solve unstructured problems.  Robert Thierauf (1982) specifies the system’s ten essential 

characteristics summarized in Exhibit 10.  However, Robert Olson and James Courtney 

(1998) argue that typical decision support systems share distinguishing characteristics, 

including interactivity of data and models dealing with specific decisions that require 

human intervention and cannot be solved by the computer alone. 
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Exhibit 10 

Essential Characteristics of DSS 

Characteristics Descriptions 

1. Broad-Based Approach  Goals and objectives oriented 

2. Human/Machine Interface  Human controlled decision-making process 

3. Problem Solving Support  Structured problems 
 Semistructured problems 
 Unstructured problems 

4. Model Utilization  Mathematical models 
 Statistical models 

5. Query Capabilities  Information on demand 

6. Output  Strategic Level 
 Tactical Level 
 Operational Level 

7. Integrated Subsystems  System function unified  

8. Comprehensive Data Base  Data environment compatibility 

9. Easy-to-Use Approach  User Friendly 

10. Adaptation  Flexibility 

Source: Thierauf  (1996) 

Some characteristics prevail across publications.  Although these characteristics 

have been named differently depending on authors, they carry the same interpretation.  

Decision support systems’ characteristics can be simplified as computer support, 

integrated logic and data models, interactivity, and user-friendliness (Keen and Scott 

Morton, 1978; Sprague and Carlson, 1982; Thierauf, 1982; Nagel, 1993; Finlay, 1994; 

Redman and Johnson, 1994) 

Finally, a major value of decision support systems is in removing information 

overload and redundancy by summarizing, categorizing, and projecting important data.  

The systems decrease effort required to process large amounts of information and allow 
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decision makers to focus more on critical elements and issues in the decision-making 

process. 

Decision support systems can be categorized into two classifications depending on 

use and approach, namely data-oriented, and model-oriented systems (Alter, 1980).  The 

two classifications are presented in Exhibit 11. 

Exhibit 11 

Decision Support System Classifications 

DATA-ORIENTED

MODEL-ORIENTED

File-Drawer Systems

Analysis Information Systems

Data Analysis Systems

Accounting Models
Representation Models

Optimization Models
Suggestion Models

Data Retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Suggestion

 
Source: Alter (1980)  
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Evaluation is perhaps the most difficult aspect of a decision support system 

development (Keen and Scott Morton, 1978).  A complete decision support system 

requires considerable time and effort to develop.  To ensure the decision maker of the 

system’s reliability, it is necessary to find out whether the developed system is effective.  

Leonard Adelman (1992) devotes an entire book describing fundamentals, and processes 

of decision support system evaluation.  A number of studies assess the effectiveness of 

one or more decision support systems (Devine, 1980; Benbasat and Nault, 1990; Nobe, 

1996; Kanungo, Sharma and Jain, 2001; Kaplan, 2001; Moynihan, Purushothaman, 

McLeod and Nichols, 2002). 

Decision support systems have been involved for many decades not only in 

managerial business, but also in a variety of disciplines.  Exhibit 12 identifies selected 

decision support systems studies and related disciplines. 
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Exhibit 12 

DSS Studies in a Variety of Disciplines 

Disciplines Literatures 

Agriculture  Borgelt (1989) 
 Klose (2001) 
 Recio, Rubio and Criado (2003) 

Business: Accounting and Finance  Heymann and Bloom (1988) 
 Moynihan, Purushothaman, McLeod, and Nichols (2002) 

Business: Marketing  Little (1975a; 1975b) 
 Little and Cassettari (1984) 
 Wallis (1989) 

Business: Real Estate  Trippi (1989) 
 Nobe (1996) 
 Ursery (2002) 

Chemistry  Sharma  (2002) 

Engineering  Sobanjo (1991) 
 Deb, and AWWA Research Foundation (2002) 

Health Care and Medicine  Chari, Baker, and Lattimore (1998) 
 Volk, and Spann (2000) 
 Kaplan (2001) 
 Michalowski, Rubin, Slowinski, and Wilk (2003) 

Industrial Management and 
Manufacturing 

 Grabot, Blanc, and Binda (1996) 
 Buehlmann, and Ragsdale (2000) 
 Tsubone, Matsuura, and Kimura (1995) 

Military Science  Schank, Leverich, and Paul (1990) 
 Robert (2001) 

Logistics and Transportation  Pararas (1982) 
 Shen, and Khoong (1995) 
 Basnet, Faulds, and Igbaria, (1996) 
 Keenan (1998) 
 Powell (2003) 
 Ruiz, Maroto, and Alcaraz (2004) 

Urban Planning  Berke, and Stubbs (1989) 
 Michael, and Densham (1996) 

 
 

Logic Models for Financial Feasibility Analysis 

Several researchers have developed models for financial feasibility analysis with 

goals of assisting in the analysis of risks involved at various decision points throughout 
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the development.  Miles and Wurtzebach (1977), Martin (1978), Wurtzebach and K. 

Kim (1979), Carlo Bagnoli and Barton Smith (1998), and Sharkawy and Yosaporn 

Leelarasamee (2002; 2003) incorporate equations known to financial and appraisal 

professionals in computer simulation models. 

Internal Rate of Return is often used to evaluate the potential profitability of an 

investment.  Martin (1978) proposes a computer probabilistic model incorporating the 

rate of return with risk analysis in evaluating income-producing real estate.  The 

probabilistic model uses subjective probabilities to represent the future behavior of 

variables accounted in the model.  The study suggests that the risk analysis model can 

help in assessing of the degree of risk associated with an income-producing real estate 

investment opportunity. 

Wurtzebach and Kim (1979) suggest the interrelatedness of the development and the 

operating period of income-producing real estate.  The idea of considering the 

development-operation continuum has become a standard of real estate investment 

analysis. 

In classic theory, fuzzy logic is based on the central idea that each element in fuzzy 

sets can assume a value “from” zero “to” one, not strictly “either” one “or” zero.  

Bagnoli and Smith (1998) adopt the application of fuzzy logic to an income-producing 

property valuation model, since lack of precise information is usually common in real 

estate research.  Given that a specified fuzzy input function result in a fuzzy set output, 

the study suggests that, the fuzzy sets can be combined to produce meaningful 

conclusions.  Inferences can be made accordingly. 
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In the late 1990s and the early 2000s, Sharkawy and Leelarasamee produced a 

number of Microsoft-Excel○R -based computer logic models.  In 1997, they introduced 

LDEV decision support series.  LDEVOne (Sharkawy and Leelarasamee, 2003) is the 

pioneer model that incorporates equations commonly known to income-producing real 

estate development professionals.  With its focus on real estate developers’ interest, the 

model aims particularly at feasibility analysis and risk assessment under alternative 

venture structure scenarios by projecting multi-year distributed cash flow given 

development cost, operating environment, financing criteria, holding period, and 

potential parties to the venture structure.  Back-Front is a simplified quantification logic 

model determining the justified income-producing real estate development cost in a 

given market-based rental rate, and the required rental rates that make the project 

feasible given a specific design-based development cost estimate.  LDEVTwo was 

introduced in the late 1990s, aiming to facilitate the analysis of land and condominium 

developments under alternative cost outlays and sales projections. 

Computer Science 

A mainstream desktop computer that sold for $2,200 in 1993 may have included 
a 33 megahertz (MHz) central processing unit (CPU), 8 megabytes (MB) of 
dynamic random access memory (DRAM), a 210MB hard drive, a 15-inch 
monitor, as well as many other defining technological characteristics.  In 1998, 
however, a desktop computer that sold for $2,200 would not likely be configured 
with a 450MHz CPU, 128MB of SDRAM, an 8,000MB hard drive, a 17-inch 
monitor, and included other advanced features unavailable in 1993, such as a 
DVD player and 3D-graphics capabilities.  In this example, the observed prices 
for the 1993 and 1998 computers are identical.  However, technological change 
over this 5-year period has been remarkable: CPU speed (MHz) jumped 1,263 
percent (this actually understates the change in CPU performance3), system 
memory increased 1,500 percent, hard drive capacity increased 3,700 percent, 
and monitor size increased 13 percent.  (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2001) 
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Advances in the computer industry have enhanced and proliferated inexpensive 

hardware performance.  Throughout the 1990s, several studies were conducted to 

investigate the relationship between price and performance of computer systems (Dave 

and Fitzpatrick, 1991; Harris and Dave, 1994; Rutherford and Wilhelm, 1999).  These 

studies imply that computer hardware accessibility is a function of availability and 

affordability.  Exhibit 13 depicts the increase in households with a computer. 

Exhibit 13 

Percent of U.S. Households with a Computer 

24.1%

36.6%

42.1%

51.0%

56.5%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Year
  

Source: Economics and Statistics Administration (2001) 

A computer requires an Operating System (OS) as a basis of task performance.  

Microsoft’s Windows and Apple’s Macintosh have dominated personal computer 

markets for many years.  As reported in September 2002, Microsoft's Windows operating 

system dominated the global operating system with a usage share of 97.46% (Loli-Queru, 

2002).  Apple’s Macintosh became the second popular with a minor usage share figure 
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of 1.43%.  The remaining portion of the market, 1.11%, was shared among Linux 

(0.26%) and others, as shown in Exhibit 14.  The numbers indicate clearly that the 

majority of computer-enabled development offices will be using Microsoft Windows.  

Consequently, in order to make DSSVenture accessible to a large number of potential 

development offices, the program should be compatible with Windows platform. 

Exhibit 14 

Operating Systems Usage Sharing 

1.43%

1.11%

97.46%

Window Macintosh Linux and Others
 

Source: Loli-Queru (2002) 

Like other types of business, real estate companies normally start their software 

library with word processing and spreadsheet, for examples, Microsoft Office ○R , 

WordPerfect Office○R , and StarOffice○R .  A real estate analysis package is the next 

important software title for many real estate professionals.  Because this research 

develops a decision support system for use during the predevelopment stage, the review 

explored software that is capable of real estate analysis. 
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Computers have been involved in real estate investment decisions since the mid-

1970s (Power, 2003).  During the early days, computerizing an office was very 

expensive because of high access costs of computer systems and hardware.  Real estate 

decision support systems became more accessible in the mid-1980s as personal computer 

became more common in offices.  Accordingly, many off-the-shelf software packages 

were made available in response to the increasing market demand. 

Real estate software has proven popular since the late 1990s and into the new 

millennium.  Real estate software reviews during that period include Scott Morey (1997; 

1999), Howard Franklin (1998), Laura Roe (1998; 2000), Lisa Mayfield (2000), and 

Cliff Ruemmler and Morey (2001).  This review organizes real estate related software 

into three categories according to their intended functions, namely real estate 

development, property management, and investment analysis and appraisal. 

Few systems can be categorized in the real estate development category.  DSSRED 

was developed intending to aid decision makers in estimating construction cost (Nobe, 

1996).  The system proved effective since it reduced time required to reach a decision, 

and increased levels of confidence in the decision.  GeoVue○R  is a commercial software 

that facilitate site selection processes by incorporating geographic information 

technology (GeoVue, 2003).  Randy Southerland (2002) suggests that GeoVue○R  helps 

to reduce cost of site selection analysis and shortens the time-consuming process.  

Timberline Office○R  is designed to assist decision making during product development 

stage.  Timberline Office○R  is capable of monitoring cash flow, forecasting development 

costs, and controlling budget (Mayfield, 2000; Best Software, 2004). 
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The functionality offered by many real estate-specific software applications enables 

real estate companies to expand the size of their portfolio with limited back office 

resources while simultaneously providing more meaningful and timely information to 

management, employees, and tenants.  A surprisingly large number of software can be 

classified in property management category.  For example, Advanced Retail○R  (Roe, 

2000), InSite Property Management○R , OneWorld Xe○R , PMS Plus○R  (Yoder, 1987), 

ProCalc Plus○R  (Roe, 2000), QuikScope○R  (Jewell, 2000), RentRoll 2000○R  (Roe, 2000), 

and Skyline○R .  These software packages generally serve the purpose of collecting and 

providing meaningful data for management to reach a decision.  However, every one of 

them are customized differently according to the operating detail and data involved. 

A number of systems are capable of real estate investment analysis, and appraisal.  

Argus○R  is a leader in the industry focusing on lease-by-lease cash flow analysis and 

investment modeling for virtually any property type (Roe, 2000).  For years, the market 

has been shared with other major players such as, PlanEASe○R  (Hanrahan, 1988), 

ProCalc Plus○R , and PRO-JECT○R .  Other system packages capable of managing and 

analyzing real estate portfolio include RealPlan○R  (Roe, 1998) and ReQuest○R  (Miller, 

2001).  PariTOP○R  was designed to facilitate complex residential property appraisal 

process (Kettani and Khelifi, 2001).  RESRA○R  is also utilized in the real estate appraisal 

field (Eliot, 1988). 
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Summary of Literature Review 

Knowledge has been well established across the disciplines of real estate 

development, income-producing real estate investment, and information technology.  

Feasibility and risk analyses are complicated, yet critical in real estate development.  

Computers and decision supports have thrived in the real estate field.  Four weaknesses 

are concluded below: 

• Independence.  Despite the apparent abundance of theories concerning the 

subject area, there appears to be lack of integration between decision support 

technology and knowledge during the predevelopment stage of income-

producing real estate development. 

• Practicality.  Despite the in-dept knowledge, especially in the areas of 

systematic investment and risk analysis, there appears to be a lack of models 

that can be realistically utilized during the predevelopment stage, 

particularly from real estate developers’ point of view. 

• Excessive Information.  In the area of computer science, technology is 

progressing at exceptional speed.  Advances in computer performance make 

data computation much easier and cheaper.  This advantage leads to 

excessive availability of information. 

• Flexibility.  Some of the models reviewed, especially in the area of real 

estate development, are static while the process of real estate development is 

contrarily dynamic and requires data to be input as it is received. 
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THEORY 

This section discusses the central concept of this research based on current state of 

knowledge, as examined earlier in the literature review.  As suggested by the research 

title, real estate development and decision support systems are the two primary areas in 

this study.  In an effort to produce research that contributes to the fields, four strategies 

follow that address the perceived weaknesses outlined in the literature review: 

• Synergetic System 

• Data Exchange 

• Flexibility Enhancement 

• Easy Interface 

In order to understand the context in which these strategies are employed, it is 

necessary to understand the environment encompassing income-producing real estate 

development.  Therefore, development process, the key participants, their associated 

risks and returns, and potential venture and ownership forms will be also discussed.  

Next, this section deals with decision support systems as it pertains to how the use in the 

predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate could help reduce associated risks 

and create competitive advantages.  Finally, this section will conclude with a closer 

examination of the four strategies mentioned above. 

Real Estate Development Process 

Income-producing real estate development is a synergy of physical, financial 

(Sharkawy, 1994) and social (Leelarasamee, 2003) dimensions.  Exhibit 4 and Exhibit 8  
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illustrate how the synergy of the three elements is fundamental to a successful real estate 

development, which involves optimizing the value trade-offs among relating disciplines. 

Each step in the development depends on the quality of the previous ones.  The 

exact sequence of a real estate development process varies according to the scope and 

nature of the development.  The income-producing real estate development process 

generally includes four sequential stages (Sharkawy, 1994): 

• Predevelopment 

• Document Development 

• Project Production 

• Post Development 

Predevelopment Stage 

The conception of an income-producing real estate development occurs in the 

predevelopment stage.  The stage can be divided into two chronological phases 

beginning with the project initialization, and followed by the schematic study (Sharkawy, 

1994).  Development of DSSVenture aims to facilitate decisions made by income-

producing real estate developer during this stage. 

The project initialization phase marks the birth of the entire development.  

Opportunities for development are identified according to the developer’s experience, 

judgment, intuition, and possibly based on limited preliminary research.  During this 

phase, decision-making is arguably a primary activity.  The initialization phase is usually 

conceived by the developer with his in-house team.  However, later in the process, it 

may involve experts in fundamental development areas, such as architects, planners, and 
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specialty consultants, who help the developer assess preliminary feasibility and explore 

potential opportunities.  Nonetheless, it should be noted that the services provided by 

external consultants are commonly limited to a minimum until preliminary feasibility is 

ascertained.  If the preliminary study indicates infeasibility of the project and the 

development is discontinued, the developer will be responsible for all costs incurred.  On 

the other hand, in the case that preliminary feasibility analysis indicates promising future 

of the project, land purchase option may be pursued during this phase. 

Once the preliminary feasibility is identified, development activities progress into 

the second phase, the schematic study.  This stage usually takes the form of more 

detailed market analyses and schematic studies in architecture and planning to reach a 

conceptual design.  During the course of development activities in the schematic study 

phase, the developer will begin soliciting commitments for financial support from 

potential equity partners and from lending institutions.  Depending on the resources of 

the developer, services of planners, architects, engineers, construction managers, lawyers, 

financial analysts, market researchers, and other professionals may become more 

intensively involved to reach more accurate projections. 

By the end of the predevelopment stage, preliminary market analyses, highest and 

best use programs, conceptual designs, rough construction estimates, and concept-stage 

financial proformas are completed.  In addition, to confidently proceed into the next 

stage, the developer should be able to identify possible lending institutions and obtain 

commitments from equity partners.  Land purchase contract may also be completed by 

the end of the predevelopment stage. 
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Document Development Stage 

Document development is the stage of thorough study in every dimension.  In 

addition to preparing necessary documents, key activities in this stage also include 

attaining investment and financing deal commitments.  According to Sharkawy (1994), 

document development stage can be divided into two sequential phases, which are 

preliminary study, and final documents. 

In the preliminary study phase, the development proceeds from conceptual 

schematic designs to more detailed preliminary designs.  This is the phase of refinement 

of both the physical and the financial dimensions.  With a goal to achieve highest and 

best use, the physical team produces the site plan, and building details and specifications 

while the financial team explores product marketability in the market, finalizes financial 

proformas, and documents financial feasibility.  More detailed architectural and planning 

documents are taken into consideration when preparing the financial proformas.  

Information exchanges between the two teams throughout this stage comprises essential 

integration of both physical and financial inputs.  By the end of this phase, the 

development should already have obtained letters of financial commitment from lenders, 

including construction lender (short-term) and permanent lender (long-term). 

Following the preliminary study is the preparation of final documents.  In general, 

the goal of final documents phase is to develop the working drawings and specifications.  

When this phase is completed, construction cost estimates and construction schedules 

are refined.  With the financial commitment from construction and permanent lenders, 
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final working drawings, specifications, budgets, and relevant contracts are prepared.  

Bidding and negotiations of the various portions of construction works proceed. 

Earlier in the preliminary phase, final approvals from various commissions and 

regulatory agencies are sought.  Hopefully, permits are obtained by the end of the 

document development stage. 

Project Production Stage 

After the construction contracts/agreements are signed, the construction loan is 

closed, and the permits from related commissions and agencies are obtained, the 

development progresses into project production stage, which is divided into two 

chronological phases, namely construction/rehabilitation and marketing & leasing 

(Sharkawy, 1994). 

The construction/rehabilitation phase focuses on construction and rehabilitation 

activities that will conclude with a completed facility as planned in the earlier stages.  

However, since typical construction requires months or even years to complete, activities 

in the marketing & leasing phase (such as marketing, and leasing), usually commence at 

some point during the phase of construction/rehabilitation, depending on the nature of 

the product and the condition of the market.  Upon completion of the physical 

improvement, as well as the fulfillment of the permanent financing requirements (i.e. 

when a required level of occupancy is guaranteed), the construction financing is released 

by the permanent loan.  The development is ready to proceed to the post development 

stage. 
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Post Development 

Depending on type of the property, the post development stage may include a 

continuation of sales, leasing, or a combination of both.  In general, this stage involves 

two simultaneous phases, which are property management, and asset management 

phases (Sharkawy, 1994). 

The property management is arguably the longest phase in the typical income-

producing real estate development life span.  Exhibit 15 presents duration of stages 

income-producing real estate development.  This phase includes an on-going 

management and leasing with an aim to maintain and enhance physical and financial 

assets.  Asset management, on behalf of the limited partners, insures that the property’s 

physical and financial values will not corrode over time, due to internal obsolescence, or 

external obsolescence (Etter and Schmedemann, 1995, p. 38-41).  Positioning the 

property in order to enhance its financial asset value is a primary objective for asset 

management.  Depending on the perspective of the owner regarding the property and 

market conditions, the development may be entirely (or partially) sold to others, or may 

enter a new cycle of real estate development. 

Exhibit 15 delineates normal duration for each stage of a typical income-producing 

real estate development in chronological order. 
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Exhibit 15 

Duration of Stages in Income-Producing Real Estate Development 

 
Based on Peiser and Schwanke (1992) and Sharkawy (1994). 

Key Participants, and Their Associated Risks and Returns 

A common goal of key participants in a development project is not only to recapture 

capital investment (return of investment), but also to gain appropriate profit (return on 

investment), commensurate with the level of risk involved (Etter, 1995c).  Seven types 

of risk associated with real estate development and investment (Etter, 1995f) are 

previously summarized in Exhibit 7 on page 21.  In income-producing real estate, the 

level of risk varies and decreases as the development progresses into each successive 

stage.  As returns on investment normally reflect the level of associated risk of the 

investment, the return for each key participant usually varies according to the timing of 

their contribution in the development process and the duration of their participation.  

Their responsibilities in the development as well as the level of risks and possible 

liability are also major determinants of their return on investment. 
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Real Estate Developer (General Partner) 

At first glance, real estate development and real estate investment may sound very 

similar.  However, there are some differences in practice.  Typical real estate investment 

involves buying a property with existing leases, though the property might require minor 

renovations and/or additional leasing.  In contrast, real estate development usually 

centers upon identifying an opportunity, building a facility, and operating the business. 

When two or more people are involved in a development, one (or more) is 

considered developer(s), depending on their magnitude of responsibilities.  The 

developer is the first to become engaged in the development process.  Besides being the 

project initiators, developers work with a variety of people from building professionals, 

to city administrations, to attorneys, to bankers, to people in construction trades, to 

investors, etc. in order to coordinate and run development activities. 

The developer is mostly liable for a number of risks from the beginning.  Overhead 

or professional service fees incurred during the uncertain project initialization phase 

remain solely the developer’s responsibility until the commitment from equity partners is 

attained.  In many cases, especially in developing countries, in order to secure a 

permanent loan the developer (as a general partner) has to provide personal guarantees 

for the loan. 

Developers’ compensation varies, depending on the venture structure and 

agreements on risks and returns associated with investment opportunities, and on the 

extent of needed studies and coordination of development activities.  Developers are 

directly compensated in some combination of development fees, incentive fees (from 
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operation and/or reversion), participation in cash flow from operations, and/or from 

reversion.  In addition, some professional service fees, such as, architecture and 

engineering, construction management, general contracting, leasing, property  

management, and asset management, may also be received directly if the service is 

provided by the developer’s in-house staffs, or indirectly if the service is provided by his 

associated firms (profit centers). 

Equity Investors (Limited partners, or stockholders) 

The developer may choose to invite equity investors.  Depending on amount of 

capital required, equity investor may range from individuals to institutional entities.  The 

equity investors make up the difference between the total project cost, the loan amount, 

as well as the developer’s own contribution.  Their investment is typically in the form of 

cash.  However, landowners who contribute property to the project can also fall in this 

category.  Professionals involved in project studies can also choose to receive their 

compensation in the form of equity participation.  In any case, equity partners risk their 

contribution to the investment in anticipation of future distributed cash flow.  The term 

“Equity Investors” is generally referred to partners in a limited partnership or 

stockholders in a limited liability company.   

Lenders 

Apart from real estate developer and equity investors, income-producing real estate 

development projects are typically funded by two separate lenders, namely construction 

lenders and permanent lenders, who finance the project in chronological order.  The 
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funds, in exchange for interest payments and fees, are provided in the form of short-term 

loan from the construction lenders, and long-term loan from the permanent lenders. 

Construction Lenders finance the development activities during the construction/ 

rehabilitation phase.  In order to minimize risks, the amount of the construction loan is 

normally limited to the amount of the approved permanent loan.  The loan amount is 

typically disbursed in a number of payments based on construction completion.  In other 

words, construction loans are secured not only by the commitment form the permanent 

lender, but also by the amount of construction work completed, and by the guaranteed 

that the project will be finished as specified in the permanent loan covenant. 

Although construction lending seems relatively secure, risks are always unavoidable.  

The lender is still exposed at risks for the amount of the loan, in the event that the 

permanent loan take-out was withheld or canceled, or in the event that the permanent 

loan covenant is not achieved.  Other risks involve contractors’ failure to deliver on time, 

or if the developer fails to achieve required percentage of lease-up.  In addition, there is 

also a risk that foreclosure proceeds will not cover the outstanding balance, in the event 

of default. 

To minimize the risk, construction lenders normally prefer a sound development 

project, built in a sound established market, developed by a well-established developer 

and supported by “deep-pocket” equity investors.  Insurance (completion bond) is a 

common risk transfer instrument that protects construction lenders against the loss 

associated with late completion and/or exceeding contracted amount. 
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Potential institutions that offer construction loans include commercial banks, 

savings and loan institutions, and private investors (Peiser and Schwanke, 1992).  The 

permanent loan is closed as the construction and/or rehabilitation activity is completed, 

and as the project meets all requirements listed in the permanent loan covenant.  The 

construction loan is simultaneously paid off.   

The permanent lender risks the amount of unpaid mortgage principal balance over 

the term of the loan in exchange for interest payments and “front” fees.  In other words, 

rather than risking their capital with a project that has not yet been completed, the 

permanent lenders minimize the risk of project’s failure by funding only stabilized 

properties for longer period of time.  However, the amount of mortgage provided is 

exposed to typical real estate investment risks identified earlier in Exhibit 7.  The 

permanent loan is usually secured by the development, which includes land, the 

investor’s equity, and usually the borrower’s personal guarantees. 

Potential institutions that offer permanent loans include commercial banks, 

insurance companies, real estate investment trusts, and pension funds (Peiser and 

Schwanke, 1992).  Return to the permanent lender includes interest payments and 

“front” lending fees.  In some cases, depending on the level of risk that the permanent 

lender wishes to take on, the interest rate is lowered in exchange for participation income 

from operations or reversion. 

Ownership Forms and Structures 

Like other businesses, the simplest form of income-producing real estate ownership 

is sole proprietorship.  However, due to its large economic size characteristic (Etter, 
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1995d), income-producing real estate development demands considerable amount of 

capital, which commonly comes from multiple parties in more complicate partnership 

forms. 

Individual project development is typically structured as a separate legal entity to 

provide the developer, equity partners, and lenders optimal benefits in terms of income, 

liability, and taxation.  Real estate ventures are specifically designed to avoid dual 

taxation, maximize tax deductions, limit liability, and pass through losses from 

operations.  Traditional forms include limited liability companies, sub-chapter S 

corporations, general and limited partnerships, personal and corporate trusts, and joint 

ventures. 

Land Cost Deferral and Transfer 

It is commonly known that cash transactions are instant and arguably risk-free.  

Receiving cash in exchange for the property is ideal for most property owners.  However, 

land acquisition is a substantial portion of the development cost.  Therefore, large 

amount of cash payments demanded for the land will translate into considerable amount 

of capital required in the development, with additional costs associated with interest to 

lenders or return to equity investors. 

Private Money Mortgage (PMM) is a primary instrument, which developers use in 

their negotiation with property owners.  If agreed, a PMM would allow the developer to 

divide a portion or all of the land acquisition costs into a series of future payments to be 

paid from future income from the development.  The mortgage enables the development 

to begin with lower upfront capital.  Depending on the agreement, a portion or all of the 
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land acquisition cost will transform into a mortgage note that requires debt service from 

the development in a series of payments over a period of time.  The project bears 

liability until the balance is completely released.  Like a permanent lender, the property 

owner risks the amount of unpaid principal balance over a period of time in exchange for 

interest payments.  Moreover, since land is typically sold for much more than the 

original acquisition cost, the full amount in case would contribute a considerable capital 

gain to the owner’s tax income for the year.  The mortgage divides the proceeds over a 

few years, reducing taxes while increasing income with additional interest.  Depending 

on the property owner’s level of income, a private money mortgage may result in 

substantial tax saving on the sale of the property. 

An equity swap is another cost transfer instrument for the developer, generally 

offered to the property owner to reduce upfront capital required.  Instead of paying for 

the acquisition in cash (or combination of cash and private money mortgage), the 

developer may offer equity participation (a percentage of future stake in the project) in 

exchange for a portion or all of the acquisition value.  Ideally, the value of the stake 

offered should be noticeably higher than the value of the property in cash.  If agreed, the 

property owner subordinates the property to the development and becomes an equity 

investor (a limited partner).  The property owner’s actual risks are limited to the original 

cost of the land.  In return, the property owner will receive a percentage of cash flow 

from operation and/or reversion, depending on the agreement.  Unlike a private money 

mortgage, the swap does not guarantee return.  It is an investment, which bears higher 

return and higher risks. 
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The Value of Decision Support Systems during the Predevelopment Stage 

Real estate development is a volatile industry.  The success of a development 

project depends on synergy between the external environment (how well the product 

responds to the economy, the market, and the end-users); and the internal factors (how 

the development achieves the balance among cost, operation (income & value), 

financing, and venture structure).  Understanding the need and complications of its 

environment can lead to the right synthesis of strategy and plan, which potentially 

enhance the probability of success. 

Real estate investment characteristics (Exhibit 6, page 20) resemble a two-edge 

sword.  With the right strategies, these characteristics can result in immense competitive 

advantages, for example, a signature quality and/or locational monopoly.  However, with 

an inappropriate decision, these characteristics may leave the project with difficulties 

that can range from minor to serious.  Such difficulties may require considerable capital 

to remedy or may result in an incurable product and a serious loss. 

There are four major reasons that support use of decision support systems in 

income-producing real estate development, especially during the predevelopment stage: 

• Real estate market research is a non-absolute science. 

• Variations of factors often cause a chain-reaction through development and 

Post Development stages. 

• Program and strategy deviations are easy to evaluate during predevelopment 

stage. 

• Decisions have long-term impacts, and often incurable. 
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Real Estate Market Research Is a Non-Absolute Science 

A major purpose of real estate market analysis is to enhance a development’s 

possibility of success.  The unmet market need, suggested by the analysis, provides 

critical information that leads to achieving highest and best use in development.  

Although the analysis enhances probability of selecting the right product mix into the 

right market, success cannot be guaranteed.  As no one can make a perfect forecast, real 

estate market analysis is not an absolute science. 

Market analysis is commonly based on projections of many factors.  Eventually, the 

analysis provides recommendations that would be appropriate only if the market behaves 

as projected.  Moreover, real estate markets are considered inefficient because complete 

information is not commonly available, usually expensive, and differs across sources 

(Etter and Massey, 1995).  The inefficiency attribute further complicates real estate 

market analysis.  In typical cases, getting an absolute set of data is difficult at best.  

Occasionally information is provided in optimistic-pessimistic scenarios (or in 

maximum-minimum range). 

Real estate market analysis is not an absolute science that suggests an absolute 

answer.  The analysis is influenced by the inefficiency of real estate markets.  Therefore, 

a development program depends on an inaccurate, incomplete determination of 

optimistic-pessimistic scaled market data.  Accordingly, analyzing and evaluating a 

multitude of potential development scenarios to reduce development risks and enhance 

synergy is essential. 
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Variations of Factors Often Cause a Chain-Reaction through Development and Post 

Development Stages 

Because an absolute answer is not possible in real estate market analysis, likely 

variations in market data lead to a possible range of potential development scenarios.  

These variations include the magnitude of projected demand, the segmentation of such 

demand, the associated rental rates, and the occupancy rates.  Variations eventually 

affect effective incomes, cash flows, and the investment performance.  Variations also 

lead to different development scenarios at different costs, different equity and debt 

scenarios, and completely different investment performance outcomes.  Variations in 

market data result in different scenarios, each with a different product-mix, architectural 

design scheme, building configuration, amenity combination, and detail specifications.  

Development cost, capital budget, and equity contributions have to be adjusted 

accordingly.  These predevelopment-stage-variations lead to post-development-stage 

variations.  For example, differences in building configurations result in different 

requirements and methods of maintenance, which directly influence operating expenses, 

net operating incomes, distributed cash flows, and eventually equity investors’ returns. 

Development design and quality can also influence project’s capitalization rate, 

which varies due to risks and conditions of the market for the specific type of the 

development.  Differences in the capitalization rate directly affects value of the property 

(income approach), which influences not only available debt, but also debt service 

required, cash flows distributed, equity amount contributed, and principal amount 
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released at the end of the holding period.  Eventually, variations in capitalization rates 

influence the investment performance. 

The above series of impacts are only a few examples of development factors’ chain 

reactions.  Every variation leaves an influence, which consequently influences the capital 

budget, cash flow distribution, financing, equity contribution, and investment 

performance. 

In addition, to ensure the probability of success, it is necessary to understand 

performance sensitivity to different development scenarios.  The associated venture 

scenarios have to be tested under a multitude of combined projections regarding market 

demand, projected cost, facility operation, and financing.  During the predevelopment 

stage, a large number of scenarios must be examined to consider the chain reaction of 

factors due to variations in market data. 

As presented earlier in the literature review, studies during the predevelopment 

stage of income producing real estate usually involve limited resources and funds.  

Furthermore, developer’s and his in-house staffs have to conclude studies within a 

limited time by and within a very tight budget.  In order to increase a probability of 

success, the developer must examine many possible concepts and venture scenarios to 

reduce risk and increase returns. 

Program and Strategy Deviations Are Easy to Evaluate during Predevelopment Stage 

Adjusting development strategies and plans can be accomplished easily, during the 

predevelopment stage.  The earlier necessary adjustments are made in the development 
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process, the lower the associated costs.  In the worst-case scenario, deciding not to 

proceed with a project will cost much less than if it is made later in the process. 

Decisions Have Long-Term Impacts, and Often Incurable 

Activities during the predevelopment stage are concerned with a number of analyses 

and decisions.  A series of decisions during this stage usually start with an indispensable 

one, such as “Go & No-go” to proceed or to abandon the opportunity.  Decisions then 

progress into more refined considerations regarding strategies, such as what product 

synergy to develop, and how to make it possible. 

By nature of real estate investment, future operating performance determines an 

income-producing real estate development’s success.  Examining alternative scenarios 

during the early predevelopment stage is vital, as they enable sound strategic planning.  

By considering real estate characteristics, decisions made early are critical to future 

investment performance.  Exhibit 15 on page 44 suggests that decisions made and 

implemented during the first twelve months of a typical income-producing real estate 

development project will influence its future for more than nine years. 

Summary of Theory 

Factors, both quantitative and qualitative, influence decisions in real estate 

development projects.  Since no one can make a perfect forecast, risks cannot be 

eliminated.  Comprehensiveness of the decision contexts can be improved by 

investigating alternative scenarios and by examining data sensitivity (Alter, 1980).  

Understanding the impact of development factors, each with its own variations, enables 
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developers to understand possible range of risks and returns.  Sensitive factors with high 

impact on development performance can be identified.  Doing so allows the developer to 

pay more attention to control factors that influence potential causes of the impacts in 

order to prevent performance from falling out of the acceptable range.  In addition, 

strategies based on a well-rounded comprehension of the economy and its impact on the 

market, the product, and of the related venture scenarios would most certainly enhance 

the probability of success.  A model or system that provides real estate developers with 

comprehensive data and sensitivity would minimize development and investment risks. 

A decision support system is an integrated logic and data model.  It is not created 

with an aim to replace human expertise.  To the contrary, the system is designed to 

utilize a developers’ experience to enhance their decision capability and to facilitate the 

decision-making processes.  Decision support systems should be incorporated into the 

predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate development to enable developers 

to identify sensitive factors, to evaluate possible risks, and to devise preventive strategies 

accordingly.  By doing so, investment risks could be significantly reduced. 

Since windows of opportunity are often narrow and few, many decisions have to be 

made as soon as possible.  The proposed decision support system is expected to assist 

decision makers in examining abundant data in a timely and organized manner (Finlay, 

1994, p. 186).  Finally, as time is of the essence, such a tool can increase the quantity 

and quality of predevelopment analysis. 
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Strategy Development 

As addressed at the beginning of this section, four strategies have been devised in 

response to the perceived weaknesses outlined at the end of the literature review.  These 

strategies employed are further discussed in the results section, specifically in the part 

describing the design of the decision support system.  Exhibit 16 graphically presents 

these strategies and their corresponding weaknesses overcome.  The underlying premise 

for each strategy is outlined below. 

Exhibit 16 

Strategies and Corresponding Weaknesses 

 

The Synergetic System Strategy 

Because the literature review concluded that integration between decision support 

technology and knowledge during the predevelopment stage of income-producing real 

estate development was lacking, the synergetic system strategy is specifically developed 

to address the independence weakness.  The lack of integration is apparent especially 

from developer’s point of view.  According to the system’s definition, a system must 
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integrate logic and data models (Finlay, 1994).  Therefore, integrating logic and data 

models that facilitate decision-making process during predevelopment will achieve 

synthesis.  Exhibit 17 conceptually diagrams DSSVenture system synergy. 

Exhibit 17 

Conceptual DSSVenture System Synergy 

DSSVenture System

- Feasibility Assessment
- Risk Analysis

- Scenario assumption records
- Scenario data manipulation

Data
Inputs Reuse of

Assumptions

Meaningful
Scenario

Logic Model Data Model

Summary 
for Decisions

 

The Data Exchange Strategy 

The data exchange strategy is specifically developed to address the practicality and 

excessive information weaknesses identified in the literature review.  The strategy is 

achieved through facilitating data generating and data utilizing. 

To address the practicality weakness, the first tactic of this strategy aims to facilitate 

data generating process.  As decisions made during predevelopment deal so much with 

feasibility and venture structure, the system’s logic model includes derivations of 
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common project financial indicators such as, before-tax cash flow, net present value, and 

internal rate of return.  The analysis includes feasibility projection for the development 

and each party participating in the venture.  Facilitation can be achieved through using a 

pre-designed proforma that generates scenario results with as much automation as 

possible. 

Data models for the proposed system include organizing scenarios’ assumption and 

corresponding results.  The second tactic deals with weakness caused by technology 

blooming.  Data collecting begins when a meaningful development-venture scenario is 

created.  The goal is to facilitate the process of storing and utilizing meaningful 

scenarios in which a pre-constructed rational database plays a significant role.  Clearly, 

using automated commands minimizes the tedious tasks of manually inputting, gathering, 

manipulating, and searching the data. 

The Flexibility Enhancement Strategy 

The strategy specifically addresses the weaknesses relating to the lack of flexibility 

identified in the literature review.  Three tactics are employed, namely, ease of data 

interactivity, ease of scenario manipulation, and ease of proforma customization. 

Ease of data interactivity capitalizes on allowing users to enter data based on any 

level of detail.  For example, total construction costs can be specified by using either net 

construction cost, or construction cost ratio.  Operating expenses can be specified by 

using any combinations of net operating expenses, or operating expenses ratios. 

Ease of scenario manipulation, alleviates the tedious process of generating 

meaningful sensitivity analysis.  The tactic capitalizes on allowing users to compose a 
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new development-venture scenario by using any combination of scenarios conceived by 

means of the ease of data interactivity tactic.  When the same set of data inputs is needed, 

this tactic will reduce the number of tedious tasks of data input by allowing decision-

makers to reuse a set of meaningful factors recorded in the database.  Exhibit 18 presents 

examples of flexible scenario combinations. 

Exhibit 18 

Samples of Flexible Scenario Combinations 

 

Finally, the entire system is designed with future expansion in mind.  The system 

development attempts to meet not only current needs relating to income-producing real 
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estate feasibility assessment, but also anticipates future needs.  The ease of proforma 

customization tactic allows user to customize required details for a particular project 

directly within the Microsoft Excel ○R -based proforma without complication of 

programming codes. 

The Easy Interface Strategy 

Human–computer interaction may be defined simply as the direct, close-coupled 
computer usage by users.  It covers both the human-computer processes and 
functions themselves and the hardware and software components which facilitate 
these interactions (Dix, Finlay, Abowd and Beale, 1998, p. 127). 

Usability is an important consideration in designing of a decision support system.  

Brian Schackel (1991) defined usability as the capability of a system to be easily and 

effectively used by human.  The strategy aims at designing easy-to-use human-computer 

interfaces.  Attempting to maximize facilitation, the strategy suggests utilizing human-

computer interface features observed from other models currently on the market.  

Developing Microsoft-Windows○R -styled interface is suggested since that operating 

system dominates the personal computer market.  The interface’s design will be 

presented in the results section of this research. 

Overcoming the weakness of practicality is the ultimate target of this strategy 

because the system aims to provide more sophisticated methods and models.  At the 

same time, it intends to simplify use.  When use is simplified and more sophisticated 

methods and models are provided, a computer becomes a fully functional decision 

support system (Keen and Scott Morton, 1978). 
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METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this section is to describe in detail the methods employed in 

designing, developing, and evaluating the proposed venture and alternative assessment 

prototype decision support system for income-producing real estate (DSSVenture). 

As previously mentioned, knowledge in the disciplines related to income-producing 

real estate development, systematic investment analysis, and information technology is 

very well established.  Many off-the-shelf decision support systems have been made 

available since personal computer boom, all aiming to facilitate decisions in real estate 

industry.  Similarly, a number of financial decision support templates have been tailor-

made to suit certain development deals. 

Among many financial decision support templates, Sharkawy and Leelarasamee’s 

LDEVOne (2003) offers a comprehensive feasibility assessment proforma for income-

producing real estate development.  For more than seven years, LDEVOne has been 

extensively used by graduate students in the Land and Real Estate Development 

Program at Texas A&M University.  In addition, it has been incorporated in a number of 

development-oriented courses since 1997 (Sharkawy, 2004). 

The input and summary screen for LDEVOne appearing in Exhibit 19 

accommodates input for Cost data○1 , Operations○2 , and Venture Structure○3 .  The 

proforma automatically suggests potential Financing amounts ○4  to facilitate venture 

structure decisions.  In addition, risk assessment shows internal rate of return (IRR) for 

investors and net present value (NPV) for developers.  Exhibit 20 presents the cash flow 
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analysis screen, showing cash flow available for distributions ○A , and proceeds to 

investors ○B , property owners ○C , and developer ○D . 

This research proposes to incorporate a user-friendly interface and a rational 

database for input to the LDEVOne proforma.  Fashioned after Finlay’s system 

development cycle (1994, p. 186), DSSVenture’s system development process is 

organized into two major stages: 

• Analysis-Development (Predesign, and Production) 

• Validation-Testing (Validation, and Testing) 

Typical documentation and review phases focus on preparing written documentation 

regarding procedures and description of variables.  However, in this dissertation, the 

results section will deliberately explain these procedures and variables.  In addition, 

perceived strengths and limitations of the study and the system will be documented for 

recommendations and future research. 
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Analysis-Development Stage 

First step in analysis-development stage (Predesign phase) focuses on the 

development of system specifications.  According to Finlay (1994), facilitation of 

decisions can be achieved through careful design and programming of the decision 

support system.  To ensure that the facilitation objective will be achieved, it is important 

to refine areas of support that the prospect system will offer. 

Based on the literature review and theory, real estate developers’ decisions during 

predevelopment deal so much with examining project feasibility and risks under 

different physical and financial assumptions.  For developers, the ultimate goal is not 

only to evaluate project feasibility in general, but also to refine the physical and financial 

assumptions with sensitivity analyses.  In addition, since income-producing real estate 

development normally demands extensive capital, alternative venture structure has to be 

explored to achieve the optimal deal stakeholders involved. 

Accordingly, DSSVenture program is aimed at facilitating decision making in 

feasibility analyses and development-venture alternative assessments.  The primary areas 

of development in this research can be described as follows: 

• Risk Assessment:  This analysis is commonly represented by two financial 

assessment ratios, Net Present Value (NPV) for the developer, and Internal Rate 

of Return (IRR) for the investors.  The ratios are derived by comparing equity 

investment paid during the beginning time interval of the development with a 

series of cash flow distributions from operation and disposition under a cost-

income-operation- financing-and-venture scenario. 
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• Development & Venture Alternative Assessment:  The assessment is conducted 

to explore possible variations with development scenarios and venture structure 

alternatives.  The possible variations include physical configuration, operational 

strategy, financing structure, and venture structure.  Alternative assessments are 

commonly conducted to explore sensitivity of variables, e.g. cost, operating 

expense ratio, etc. 

Production, the following phase, deals with how the system specifications can be 

achieved.  A model of the entire system will be proposed and described.  Then, user 

interfaces will be developed and integrated with the logic and data models. 

As stated earlier, LDEVOne proforma was developed and utilized over time within 

one of the United State’s premier educational institutions.  The model has proven to be 

reliable during seven years of application by students and faculty.  Creating another 

model that serves the same purpose would most certainly be a repetitious effort.  This 

study will instead examine the model reliability and will take advantage of its existence 

by incorporating DSSVenture with the power of LDEVOne proforma. 
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DSSVenture will be coded and compiled as a menu-driven Microsoft Windows○R -

based application because the menu-driven interface concept has been widely accepted 

(Dix, et al., 1998, p. 127), and the majority of personal computers are under Microsoft 

Windows ○R  operating system environment (Loli-Queru, 2002).  Microsoft Visual 

Basic○R  in conjunction with ActiveX○R  technology is selected as the programming tools 

that will create and link system components such as user interfaces, logic model, and 

scenario database.  LDEVOne will serve as the system’s computation engine, while a 

Microsoft Access ○R  database module will serve as a scenario-recording and 

manipulating tool. 

The user-friendly feature will be achieved through carefully designed user interfaces 

that effectively consummate the system and the user.  The final product of this stage will 

be a complete system package for implementation and evaluation.  Fashioned after Keen 

and Scott Morton’s (1978) system development cycle, the proposed system development 

cycle is delineated in Exhibit 21 on page 70. 
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Exhibit 21 

System Development Cycle 

Define Database

Define Collection and 
Maintenance Procedure

Design Data 
Management Software

Design User Interface

Check its Usability and 
User Friendly attribute

Microsoft-
Excel-Based
LDEVOne

Financial
Analysis
Model for

Income-producing
Real estate

Test system;
Release when robust

Make necessary 
adjustments after 
preliminary usage

Access system 
in relation to objectives

User Interface Automation Database

Operationalized Design Objectives

Carry on to 
Testing Stage

 
Based on Keen and Scott Morton (1978) 
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Validation-Testing Stage 

Validation 

Validation is an essential practice that proves a model dependable.  Although it 

could be assumed that each part of LDEVOne would have been validated throughout 

years of use and development, the validation has not been documented.  In addition, 

since DSSVenture’s computation depends entirely on LDEVOne’s integrity, the 

proforma has to be validated. 

According to Finlay (1994), a logic model can be validated by one or both of the 

following approaches: 

1. Through the Logic.  This approach compares every part of the system’s logic 

model with corresponding theories. 

2. Through the Output.  This approach examines if acceptable outputs are achieved, 

given a set of input variables. 

In exploring the proforma, this study found that LDEVOne was designed to be 

flexible enough to accommodate many diverse income-producing real estate 

development structures.  However, seven consecutive years of use and further 

development have not only provided the needed flexibility, but have also added 

considerable complexity in its formulas.  As a result, the system logic for LDEVOne is 

very difficult to trace.  The model has to be validated by using the “Through the Output” 

approach. 

Two particular income-producing real estate development case studies provide sets 

of input variables and their corresponding outputs.  To ensure integrity of the validation, 
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the case studies are selected from two different authors.  The selected cases include 

exhibits from Etter’s Conducting Multi-Year Analysis (1995b, p. 61-65), and Peiser and 

Schwanke’s Multifamily Residential Development (1992, p. 137-40).  The reliability of 

DSSVenture’s calculation will be achieved through conformity of variable comparisons. 

In addition, DSSVenture utilizes a set of user interfaces that interact with the proven 

calculation engine, LDEVOne.  Accuracy of data-interchanges between the system’s 

interfaces and between the input and output variables in the model is another critical 

issue that needs to be validated.  By using the same approach, accuracy of data-

interchange will be validated in two parts, for input and for output.  First, accuracy of the 

input will be verified by comparing manual input variables in the system interfaces with 

corresponding input variables supplied into the proforma by system automation.  Second, 

accuracy of the output will be verified by comparing automatically generated outputs 

from the proforma with corresponding outputs presented in the system’s interfaces.  The 

reliability of DSSVenture system’s interfaces will be achieved through conformity in 

comparisons. 

Testing 

Once the system is validated, the next step is to determine whether the system is 

capable of achieving its purpose.  As DSSVenture’s success was predefined as 

facilitating real estate developers’ decisions, the general hypothesis is operationalized by 

the dependent variables of the number of the alternatives investigated (Hypothesis One), 

the time to reach a decision (Hypothesis Two), and the range of expected profit 

variations among subjects under the same circumstances (Hypothesis Three). 
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An evaluation experiment designed to address all sub-hypotheses will be conducted 

in an attempt to prove the general hypothesis.  In addition, because these hypotheses deal 

directly with how the subject system interfaces with human subjects, evaluation research 

utilizing a survey instrument (Nagel, 1993) is chosen and incorporated into an untreated 

control group with pretest and posttest designs (Cook and Campbell, 1979). 

Participants in the experiment will consist of 24 graduate students in Texas A&M’s 

Land and Real Estate Development program.  Although the selected subjects do not 

represent the entire population of the real estate profession, the participants are well 

educated and ready to enter the industry at a professional level in the near future.  The 

participants are also assumed to have moderate external validity (generalizability).  To 

ensure their knowledge and capability regarding real estate development strategic 

decisions, the subjects will be graduate students who enroll in an advanced real estate 

development course, LDEV668: Real Estate Development Practice (Sharkawy, 2004).  

Subjects are selected for the following three reasons. 

1. The course is offered only in the pre-final semester of the Land and Real 

Estate Development curriculum.  In addition, to enroll in the course,  

prerequisites such as LDEV667: Design Development and Economy, FINC 

635: Financial Management for Non Business Major, and FINC639: Real 

Estate Development Analysis, or approval of the instructor are required to 

ensure students’ readiness for advanced strategic contents.  In other words, 

students who enroll in this course are expected to have good knowledge in 

the field of real estate development. 
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2. A large portion of the course deals directly with strategic venture structure 

and real estate development scenarios. 

3. The course syllabus incorporates the use of LDEVOne, which was originally 

conceived for use in LDEV courses. 

In an effort to enhance research integrity, the experiment will be conducted in the 

final quarter of the course.  This conduct will insure that the subjects truly understand 

decision contexts associated with venture structures for income-producing real estate 

development.  Furthermore, there will be an introduction including a lecture about 

LDEVOne, and a hands-on training session to the subject system.  An outline of topics, 

which will be included in the lecture, is presented in Exhibit 22. 

Following the lecture, all subjects will be introduced to the subject system in a 

hands-on training session.  They will have an opportunity to run and explore the system 

first-hand by using a set of case studies’ variables (Appendix A).  Although the 

introduction session is scheduled for one hour, the principle investigator will be 

available as long as necessary to make sure that all questions about DSSVenture system 

and the LDEVOne proforma are fully addressed.  As a result, all subjects are expected to 

have adequate knowledge regarding the decision context and to be comfortable with the 

subject system by the end of the session. 
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Exhibit 22 

Conceptual Feasibility and Venture Assessment Discussion Outline 

Topic Discussion 

Development Process • Review of Income-Producing Real Estate Development Process 

Development Feasibility • Physical Feasibility 
• Financial Feasibility (LDEVOne and DSSVenture) 

Financial Feasibility 
Assessment 

• Types 
- Conceptual (LDEVOne and DSSVenture) 
- Preliminary 
- Detailed 

Conceptual Financial 
Feasibility Assessment 

• Components 
- Cost 

 Land Cost 
 Hard Cost 
 Soft Cost 

- Operation 
 Rental Income 
 Other Income 
 Vacancy 
 Operating Expenses 

∗ Per Collectible Income (@EGI) 
∗ Per Building Area (@SF) 
∗ Overheads (Net) 

- Financing 
 Construction Financing 
 Permanent Financing 
 Private Money Mortgage 

- Venture 
 Equity 

∗ Equity Investment 
∗ Distribution 

  % of Cash Flow 
  % of Reversion 

∗ Measures of Returns 
  Internal Rate of Return 
  Net Present Value 

Venture Structure • Possible Venture Structures 
- Developer 
- Lenders 
- Equity Investors 
- Property Owner as a Lender (Private Money Mortgage) 
- Property Owner as an Equity Investor (Land for Equity Swap)  

 

The experiment will be conducted in a following session because time is a 

dependent variable in the research hypothesis.  Subjects will be allowed to explore 

feasibility analysis and make decisions in an open-ended session. 
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At the beginning of the experiment, each subject will draw a rolled-ticket from a 

closed container.  Each ticket contains a temporary identification code that serves two 

purposes: 

1. Maintaining Subject’s Anonymity:  The ticket assigns each subject with a 

temporary identification code for his or her responses without revealing a 

university-related identity.  To ensure the subject’s anonymity, the code will 

be a computer-random combination of three numerical digits, or three 

alphabetical letters. 

2. Matching Survey Reponses:  The identification code also serves to match 

two survey responses answered by the same person. 

3. Assigning Subject Groups:  The subjects will be randomly assigned to two 

separate groups, control and experiment groups, according to their 

identification code types.  Numeric identification codes assign the subjects 

to the control group, while alphabetic identification codes assign the others 

to the experiment group. 

All subjects will be given two identical income-producing real estate development 

case studies.  Each case study requires each individual to make advance and fallback 

recommendations regarding development strategy and venture structure.  By necessity, 

development feasibility, associated risks, and possible venture structures have to be 

analyzed.  The case studies that will be used in the experiment are Case Study A – 

Campus Point Student Apartments (Appendix B) and Texas A&M’s New Academic 

Facility (Appendix C). 
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Because two case study are involved, and also to minimize the impact caused by the 

difference in the nature of the two cases, half of the subjects in each group will be 

randomly assigned to case A-then-B experiment scheme, while the other half of each 

group will be assigned to case B-then-A experiment scheme.  The random assignments 

will be pre-organized and will be presented later in this section.  Subjects will be 

directionally tested on applying treatment of DSSVenture system.  Exhibit 23 graphically 

explains the evaluation experiment data collecting process. 

Exhibit 23 

Evaluation Experiment Data Collecting Process 

 

Prior to segregation of the groups, the subjects will receive a pre-organized 

experimental package that is labeled with corresponding identification.  Each package is 
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an enclosed envelop, which contains three sets of documents corresponding to 

individual’s test scheme.  In general, every package includes: 

1. Information Sheet (Appendix D) 

2. First Observation Set (Case Study I with a corresponding decision support 

assignment, and a survey instrument) 

3. Second Observation Set (Case Study II with a corresponding decision 

support assignment, and a survey instrument) 

The overall experiment schemes are summarized in Exhibit 24.  In addition, a 

sample of case study first page, which includes an appropriate case study and a 

corresponding decision support assignment to individual’s experiment scheme, for 

subject “JAF,” is presented in Exhibit 25. 

Before the experiment begins, the subjects will be asked to participate in a voluntary 

survey that asks them to specify the exact amount of time spent on the analysis, the 

number of alternatives examined, and their recommendations.  In addition, with an aim 

to enhance the probability of receiving most accurate responses, the subjects will be 

reinformed that the survey is anonymous and unidentifiable.  The survey will be 

separated from any grade they may receive from the instructor.  Also, they will be 

informed that the temporary identification codes serve only for matching the two survey 

responses answered by the same person.  Then, during the first observation, the control 

group will have access to DSSVenture system, while the experiment group will have 

access only to LDEVOne. 
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Exhibit 24 

Subject’s Identifications and Their Corresponding Test Schemes 
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Exhibit 25 

A Sample of Case Study Front Page 
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Moreover, since the case studies require gathering information from pages of 

reading, individuals’ reading paces more or less influence time to reach decisions, which 

could be a threat to internal validity due to interactions with selection (Cook and 

Campbell, 1979).  To eliminate the threat, a table of input summary will be attached at 

the end of each case.  Corresponding tables are included at the end of Appendix B and 

Appendix C respectively for the case study A and B. 

Immediately after each subject finishes the case study, a survey will be administered.  

Questions in the survey will include his or her recent decision-making experience.  The 

survey is conducted in accordance with the Belmont Report (National Commission for 

the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 1978) and the 

Texas A&M protocol for human subject research.  The approved Texas A&M’s 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) the information sheet, application, and the survey 

instrument are presented respectively in Appendix D, E, and F. 

The survey instrument is considered a reliable test device because many of the 

questions in the survey are quantifiable.  In addition, for questions based on the test 

taker’s perception (i.e. confidence in the decision made), a scale similar to that used for 

instructor evaluations will be used in the survey since most students are already familiar 

with this type of rating scale. 

The second experimental observation will begin immediately after each subject 

submits the answer sheet and the survey paper.  The second observation sequences are 

the same as those of the first observation.  However, all subjects will have access to the 

DSSVenture system. 
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Documentation and Review 

The documentation and review stage of this research focuses on preparing written 

documents regarding the procedures and/or description of variables.  Although a 

commercial grade instruction manual is commonly developed in this stage, it was limited 

in the proposal to include only the information necessary for the validation-testing stage 

as well as for the written dissertation.  For the purpose of this study, the documentation 

stage will be discussed in the Results and Conclusion sections, with emphases on screen 

development, implications for developers as well as potential users, perceived strengths 

and weaknesses of the study, and recommendations for future research. 
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RESULTS 

This section describes the results of Analysis-Development and Validation-Testing 

stages of the prototype system development.  Fashioned after Finlay (1994), the 

Analysis-Development stage begins with a predesign phase, which includes defining the 

system’s specifications and refining its logic and data models.  The predesign is 

followed by a production phase, which involves the system’s design, development, and 

programming.  The prototype program will be completed at the end of the production.  

The Validation-Testing stage follows to verify the system’s dependability and 

effectiveness respectively with logic-model and interface validations and with an 

evaluation experiment. 

With an aim to overcome perceived weaknesses identified in the literature review, 

the theory section develops four strategies as guideline incorporating system analysis 

and development namely synergetic system, data exchange, easy interface, and 

flexibility enhancement.  The filing cabinet concept is utilized as a supporting technique 

in developing the system based on these strategies.  The cabinet concept will be 

described in detail in the Analysis-Development stage. 

On the technical side, Microsoft Visual Basic○R  is a programming platform for 

windows-style user interface development.  This part of the development aims at 

achieving flexibility enhancement and easy interface strategies.  DSSVenture is a 

synergetic system that integrates user interfaces with an intelligent Microsoft Excel○R -

based decision support proforma.  In addition, the program also incorporates using a 
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dynamic Microsoft Access○R -based data file that aims to offer ease of data interactivity 

and ease of scenario manipulation that leads to achievement of data exchange strategy. 

Analysis-Development 

Predesign 

The purpose of the predesign phase is to define DSSVenture system’s specifications.  

As discussed in the Methodology, the development of DSSVenture aims to facilitate 

developers’ decisions in two primary areas of feasibility analysis and development-

venture alternative assessment.  Therefore, achieving the facilitation objective depends 

on the system’s abilities and effectiveness in estimating project scenario feasibility as 

well as organizing development-venture alternative comparisons. 

Developers’ decisions during predevelopment deal extensively with examining 

project feasibility and risks under different physical and financial assumptions.  As 

discussed in the literature review and the theory sections, internal rate of return (IRR), 

and net present value (NPV) are commonly used as feasibility and risk measurements 

among developers.  It is also apparent that the ability to estimate these two 

measurements is required in DSSVenture system. 

In order to minimize risks in predevelopment developers always have to conduct 

sensitivity analyses not only to identify sensitive factors, but also to figure out how to 

control the factors or to avoid the consequences.  In addition, an income-producing 

property normally demands extensive capital investment.  Alternative venture structures 

also have to be examined to achieve the optimal deal for stakeholders involved.  A 
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similar nature of sensitivity analyses and alternative assessments indicates that 

developers must deal with not only multiple development, but also venture structure 

assumptions.  Thus, to achieve the facilitation objective, a system feature that allows 

decision makers to initiate, organize, and compare multiple development-venture 

scenarios in an organized manner is as well required. 

Followed after Keen and Scott Morton (1978), the specifications include the 

system’s function, interface, and coordination requirements.  Based on the facts 

presented above and the technical facts presented in the methodology, Exhibit 26 

summarizes DSSVenture system’s specifications and requirements. 

Exhibit 26 

DSSVenture System’s Specifications 

Requirements Specifications 

 Function: 
 “How” the system will assist 
real estate developers in 
making decisions during the 
predevelopment stage of 
income-producing real estate 
development. 
 

• Financial feasibility analysis 
• Sensitivity analysis 
• Development-venture alternative assessment 

 Interface: 
“How” the system will 
communicate with users. 

• Windows-style user interfaces 

 Coordination: 
“What” resources will be 
available, and “how” relevant 
information will be used to 
facilitate decisions. 

• Feasibility and risk assessment indicators: i.e. Net 
Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return 
(IRR) 

• Interactivity between the logic and data models 
• Data manipulation according to user’s preference 

Based on Keen and Scott Morton (1978) 
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Production 

This stage focuses on how the identified specifications discussed in the predesign 

could be achieved.  Consistent with Keen and Scott Morton’s (1978) view, DSSVenture 

is not designed to replace human expertise.  Rather, the program utilizes machine’s 

computing and data organization efficiencies to facilitate the decision-making process by 

enhancing decision capability.  Facilitation of developers’ decisions during 

predevelopment is a primary objective of DSSVenture development. 

Per system specifications, DSSVenture’s functions include feasibility analysis, 

sensitivity analysis, and development-venture scenario assessment.  DSSVenture system 

requires not only an ability to enable decision-makers to assess a development-venture 

scenario effectively, but also the ability to enable handling scenario findings in an 

organized manner.  To achieve these goals, this study uses computers’ efficiency in 

executing pre-identified cognitive tasks.2  NPVs and IRRs for the developer and all 

parties involved in the development result from the system’s computation. 

In addition, since sensitivity analysis and alternative assessment require multiple 

scenario analyses, the computer’s ability to efficiently handle and cross-reference a large 

amount of data has to be incorporated.  Developers’ expertise plays a significant role in 

determining reasonable scenario assumptions and corresponding results.  Depending on 

decision makers’ judgment, the scenario assumptions and results can be recorded in a 

pre-written database file for further analyses and comparisons. 

                                                 

2The derivation process of development capital budgeting, cash flow projection, and 
feasibility assessment of a development-venture scenario assumption 
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In short, the logic model estimates feasibility and risk analysis indicators (NPVs and 

IRRs) based on given scenario assumptions.  If a scenario assumption is determined 

reasonable, it can be recorded in the data model for further analyses and comparisons.  

This conceptual system integration is illustrated in Exhibit 27. 

Exhibit 27 

Conceptual System Integration 

Intelligent
Financial Model
(MSExcel-based)

Database Assisted
Alternative Assessment

(MSAccess-based)

Human
Judgment

User InterfaceTechnology
Human Expertise Managerial Judgment

DSSVenture

Decisions

Append
Record

Drop
Output
-Return Summary
-Alternative

Assessment/
Comparison

-Custom Query

Input
-Development Data
-Alternative 

Scenarios
-Uncertainty

Projections

 

Based on the specifications and the conceptual integration, this study then 

developed DSSVenture’s detail logic and data models (Exhibit 28).  Detail input 

variables needed for calculation will be identified, organized, and described below. 
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DSSVenture’s logic model provides an automation and calculation framework that 

projects cash flows from operation and disposition based on a set of assumptions.  The 

logic model accordingly estimates profitability and risk indicators (NPVs and IRRs) for 

every party involved in the development based on their comparisons of initial investment 

and expected future cash distributions.  A development-venture scenario consists of sixty 

input variables.  In order to assist decision makers in organizing these many variable 

inputs, these input categories are assisted by ten smaller estimator modules, namely land 

cost, hard cost, soft cost, physical area, income, vacancy, operating expense, permanent 

financing, construction financing, and landowner financing (private money mortgage).  

Flows of these modules to their corresponding categories are explained by arrow lines in 

Exhibit 28 (page 88).  By means of organizing variables within smaller estimator 

modules, developers can notice impacts due to adjusting a few related factors at a time. 

From the left of the Logic and Data Model Synthesis diagram, an analysis of 

development-venture scenario starts by passing input variables through the ten estimator 

modules for detail automation and computation.  Results of modules’ automations and 

computations are then relayed to three corresponding projection modules, namely 

development cost, net income, and financing.  The cash flow module produces the 

scenario’s before-tax cash flow estimations, based on the preceding modules’ results, 

disposition expense input, and working capital interest input.  Finally, by assuming a 

venture and distribution assumption, the logic model estimates profitability indicators 

(NPVs and IRRs) for every party involved in the development. 
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At this point, depending on the decision maker’s judgment, the set of assumptions 

and variable inputs can be recorded in the data model for further analyses and reports.  

Otherwise, the variable and assumption set can be dropped or modified if it is 

determined unreasonable.  In DSSVenture, a scenario is a record of combined 

development input/output variables. 

Due to the inefficiency nature of real estate markets, many factors are likely volatile.  

Developers have to be informed of impacts on development feasibility and risks due to 

changing assumptions.  Output variables stored in each scenario record has to reflect the 

latest value of the changes.  Therefore, these scenarios’ outputs have to be dynamically 

automated and calculated in the logic model to reflect latest assumption changes. 

With the system specifications and the Logic and Data Model Synthesis in mind, a 

filing cabinet framework was developed as guideline for interface design and 

connectivity.  The framework is similar to a two-drawer filing cabinet that is labeled 

with project-level information, namely the project’s title, the groundbreaking year, the 

construction course, and discount rates. 
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The first drawer stores [component] assumption folders.  The drawer consists of ten 

folders for each component category organized after the ten estimator modules presented 

in the Logic and Data Model Synthesis diagram (Exhibit 28).  These folders organize 

records of possible detail variable sets for each corresponding development component 

categories.  The categories correspond to the ten estimators mentioned above: land cost, 

hard cost, and etc. 

The second drawer contains folders, which one of each represents a possible 

development-venture scenario.  In general, a development-venture scenario is a record of 

inputs and outputs resulting from a combined component assumptions and a set of 

venture structure and distribution inputs.  Detail values of each component assumption 

are dynamically linked to their corresponding sources folder in the [component] 

assumption drawer. 

The conceptual filing cabinet framework is presented with a sample series of 

development-venture scenario assumptions in Exhibit 29.  Tables in Exhibit 30 to 

Exhibit 39 summarize the framework as it expands over the entire system. 
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Exhibit 29 

System Filing Cabinet Framework 
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Exhibit 30 

Land Cost Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 31 

Hard Cost Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 32 

Soft Cost Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 33 

Building Area Assumption Folder 
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Exhibit 34 

Operating Income Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 35 

Vacancy Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 36 

Operating Expense Assumption Folder 
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Exhibit 37 

Permanent Financing Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 38 

Construction Financing Assumption Folder 

 

Exhibit 39 

Private Money Mortgage Assumption Folder 

 

As proposed in the Methodology, DSSVenture needs to be compatible with 

Microsoft Windows○R  operating systems.  As a result, this study utilized Microsoft 

Visual Basic○R  version 6.0 (service pack 4) as the programming aid for interface design 

and application module linkages.  Microsoft Excel○R  version 2000, was used to provide 

supporting platform for LDEVOne proforma, while the data model was developed by 
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using Microsoft Access○R  version 2000.  On the users’ side, a computer system with 

Microsoft Window○R  (version ME or higher) and Microsoft Excel○R  (version 97 or 

higher), is required to run the prototype system. 

Based on the Logic and Data Model Synthesis and the filing cabinet framework, 

twenty-seven user interfaces were designed, developed, and programmed.  Additionally, 

thirteen system features were developed and integrated with the program and user 

interfaces with an aim to overcome perceived weaknesses identified in the literature 

review.  Exhibit 40 summarizes these thirteen features and their strategies endeavored in 

a metric diagram.  DSSVenture’s features details are described in Appendix G. 

Exhibit 40 

DSSVenture Program’s Features and Corresponding Strategies 

 

The remainder of this section explains selected user interfaces representing each of 

the essential parts of DSSVenture.  These user interfaces include project detail, project 
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initialization wizard, development-venture scenario, scenario summary, and filter 

selection screens.  Individual screen capture with highlights on essential interface 

elements are used as a means of explanation.  In order to realistically demonstrate the 

use of the system, these interfaces are presented using a set of data from Case Study A – 

Campus Point Student Apartments (Appendix B) to simulate a feasibility analysis.  The 

interfaces presented in this study were captured by using a personal computer running on 

Windows XP○R  (Professional Edition – service pack 2) platform.  By following the same 

sequence and format, all other interfaces are described in Appendix H. 

It should be noted that the prototype DSSVenture is in color and interactive.  

However, in accordance with the requirements of Texas A&M’s Thesis Office, user 

interfaces presented in this publication has to be in black and white.  Many screen 

captures are scaled down to fit in a required page margin.  In addition, the program 

interactivity cannot be presented in print.  These presentations may not convey the entire 

effect achieved by DSSVenture.  Readers are encouraged to contact the author to obtain 

an installation compact disc to fully experience the program.  The author’s contact 

information can be found in the system’s About screen at the end the appendix. 

Project Detail Screen 

When the New [analysis] menu command3 is executed, DSSVenture program opens 

with a dialog box that requires the user to name the project a title and to select a location 

                                                 

3 The New [analysis] menu command is located on the menu bar in the top portion of the 
Menu Screen. 
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to save the file.  The program then makes an identical copy of the DSSVenture database 

template to the specified location.  DSSVenture then loads Project Detail screen. 

The screen accommodates eight input and an output fields of project level data as 

summarized in Exhibit 41  When data input is completed, a click on the Done command 

button in the lower right portion of the screen, unloads the form.  If the session is 

running in New [analysis] mode, the program will execute the Project Initialization 

Wizard screen.  Otherwise, it will return to the Development-Venture Scenario screen.  

Later, the Project Detail screen can be reactivated by a button command on 

Development-Venture Scenario screen.  Exhibit 42 presents a screen capture of the 

interface. 

Exhibit 41 

Project Detail Screen Data 
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Exhibit 42 

Project Detail Screen Capture 

 

Project Initialization Wizard Screen 

This screen was designed to assist the decision maker in structuring the two primary 

development scenarios, most likely and worst scenario.  The most likely scenario is a 

situation, which all factor values have the highest occurrence possibility.  On the other 

hand, the worst scenario is a situation originated with a pessimistic perspective.  The 

worst scenario is normally formed by using all development factors’ pessimistic values.  

The pessimistic view informs the decision maker of the bottom-line in the worst possible 

case. 
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This screen involves neither formula calculation, nor link to the database file.  Data 

from all input fields are directly transferred to automatically originate the two primary 

scenarios in the project database file.  Exhibit 43 and Exhibit 44 present the interface’s 

base data and screen capture respectively.   

Exhibit 43 

Project Initialization Wizard Screen Data 
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In the final process of the New [analysis] procedure command, the wizard screen 

loads as the Project Detail screen disappears.  Information in the upper right portion of 

the interface informs the decision maker of project level data completed in the preceding 

screen ○1 .  Since the screen was designed to facilitate the origination process of the 

fundamental scenarios, key input values and their corresponding component assumptions 

are grouped into two columns for the most likely scenario ○2  and the worst scenario ○3 . 

Like other kinds of business, some factors in income-producing real estate 

development are controllable and remain consistent across the two scenarios.  Therefore, 

every component assumption was designed and programmed with an option that allows 

the same assumption setting to apply across the two scenarios.  These options are 

available as check boxes situated between the two scenario columns○4 .  If an option box 

is checked, the corresponding component assumption setting from the most likely 

scenario side will be applied in the worst scenario side. 

Clicking the Done command button ○5  confirms the completion of the two primary 

scenario settings.  DSSVenture program automatically originates the two primary 

scenario records with corresponding sets of given data as the wizard screen unloads.  

The Development-Venture Scenario screen is then executed. 

Development-Venture Scenario Screen 

The Development-Venture Scenario screen is the only user interface in the scenario 

level and is intended to be the central interface that provides a summary of key scenario 

assumptions and corresponding results.  Moreover, the interface also offers necessary 
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control bars and buttons for originating new scenarios, navigating the database, and 

examining existing scenarios.  The screen is also equipped with command buttons and 

drop-down selection boxes that allow users to access or make reference to component 

assumption modules. 

The Development-Venture Scenario screen can be executed by two means.  First, 

the screen is activated at the end of the menu command’s New [analysis] procedure.  The 

screen loads as the Project Initialization Wizard screen disappears.  Second, the screen is 

the first interface activated when the menu command’s Open [an existing project] 

procedure is executed. 

This central control interface involves scenario assumptions that refer to ten 

component assumption modules listed in the logic and data model synthesis diagram.  

Exhibit 45 illustrates the screen’s data covering a full list of variable connections. 
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Exhibit 45 

Development-Venture Scenario Screen Data 
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Exhibit 45 (continued) 
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Exhibit 45 

Development-Venture Scenario Screen Data – (continued) 

 

To describe techniques in constructing a meaningful scenario, Exhibit 46, Exhibit 

47, and Exhibit 48 present a series of Development-Venture Scenario screen captures.  

These scenario screen captures are presented with highlights on major fields and controls 

relevant to the activity as a user proceeded. 
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Consistent with the Project Initialization Wizard screen, project level information is 

summarized on the upper right portion of the screen○6 .  If necessary, the project level 

data can be modified by executing the Project Detail screen with a click at Detail 

button○7 , located on the upper left portion of the screen. 

In DSSVenture, a scenario is a record of combined development input/output factors.  

Each scenario is unique and can be identified by a brief description recorded in the 

assumption field○8 .  A scenario record displayed on this screen summarizes feasibility 

assessment of sixty development input factors.  Forty-one of these input factors are 

classified in three major assumption categories; namely, Cost○9 , Operations○10 , and 

Financing○11 .  For the purpose of enhancing organization of information, these categories 

are organized in ten smaller groups of component assumptions corresponding to ten 

estimator modules listed in the logic and data model synthesis diagram. 

Another key feature of this screen is an interactive financing status panel○12 .  This 

panel provides the required permanent loan amount for the scenario setting in 

comparison with the available amount suggested by the logic model proforma.  When 

the scenario setting requires a permanent loan amount that is larger than a suggested loan 

amount, the scenario interface display a red notification message○12  informing the user of 

the excess amount as compared to the available amount.  This indicates that the scenario 

under consideration is not feasible.  In order for the project to become feasible, equity 

investment and debt conditions○13  have to be modified.  Exhibit 47 (Capture#2) presents 

the screen after the venture investment amount has been modified. 
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Once a potential venture ○14  has been identified, the notification message 

disappears○15 .  Another requirement for the project’s success is to make sure that every 

party involved in the venture is satisfied with returns generated from the prospect 

investment.  This step is addressed by figuring out appropriate distributions○16  of both 

operating cash flow and disposition income.  Exhibit 48 (Capture#3 on page 111) 

presents the screen with a venture structure that meets the above two requirements○17 . 

An acceptable scenario will be automatically recorded in the database file by one of 

following actions:  

• The user initiates a new scenario record. 

• The user navigates to another record. 

• The user exits the program. 

The navigation bar○18  in the lower right portion of the screen may be used to move 

around the database file to examine other scenarios.  Otherwise, a new scenario can be 

created by clicking the New [scenario] button for a new record, or the Duplicate 

[scenario] button○19  for a new record based on the information presented on the current 

screen. 

As the central control interface, this screen is designed with ten command buttons 

that execute corresponding component assumption screens.4  These controls are square 

buttons located next to each of component assumption fields.   

                                                 

4 Details and descriptions of these screens are attached in Appendix H. 
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Scenario Summary Screens 

Scenario summary screens are comprised of a user interface and a spreadsheet 

output developed with an aim to assist decision makers with a meaningful summary of 

values from development-venture scenario records.  The summary screens are among the 

most important functions incorporated in the program’s database feature.  The scenario 

summary can be executed by the Menu screen’s Comparison menu command (Exhibit 

49). 

Exhibit 49 

Menu Access to Scenario Summary Screens 

 

DSSVenture’s summary screens offer an automated procedure that allows the users 

to produce a summary of selected input/output variables from development-venture 

scenario records according to their current decision preference.  An output produced by 

this screen is in Microsoft Excel○R  spreadsheet form.  Exhibit 50 and Exhibit 51 

respectively present screen captures of the variable selection screen and the summary 

output worksheet. 
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Filter Selection Screen 

The Filter Selection screen is another database feature included with DSSVenture.  

This screen is executed by the Filter command button (○W  in Exhibit 46 on page 107) 

located in the lower right portion of the Development-Venture Scenario screen.  The 

purpose of this screen is to allow decision-makers to select to display only scenarios that 

meet certain decision criteria.  A screen capture is presented in Exhibit 52.  The capture 

presents a sample situation in which the decision maker wanted to display only 

development-venture scenarios that relate to the $460,000 land acquisition cost 

assumption.  When a filter is applied, only the scenarios that match the filter criteria will 

remain available in Development-Venture Scenario screen.  The filter can be deactivated 

by unselecting a criteria or clicking on the Clear Filter button on the screen. 
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Validation-Testing 

This stage aims at finding whether the system developed in the previous stage has 

achieved its objective of facilitating developers’ decisions during the predevelopment 

stage of income-producing real estate development.  As discussed in the Methodology, 

the Validation-Testing stage is divided into two major phases, namely model validation, 

and hypothesis testing.  The purpose of the validation phase is to ensure the system’s 

dependability in terms of computation and data-interchange.  The testing phase aims to 

verify usability, and effectiveness of the DSSVenture system. 

Validation 

Validation is indispensable for ensuring the system’s dependability.  As discussed in 

the Methodology, DSSVenture needs to be validated in two dimensions, namely the logic 

model, and the user interfaces.  In this study, the Through the Output approach is 

selected for both dimensions.  The logic models will be validated by verifying two sets 

of outputs produced by the program’s logic model with two corresponding sets of known 

outputs.  The user interfaces will be validated by verifying inputs typed in DSSVenture’s 

user interfaces with corresponding inputs automated into the logic model.  In addition, 

the interface validation will compare output variables that are automatically computed 

by the LDEVOne with their corresponding data displayed on DSSVenture’s interface 

screens.  Known sets of output were obtained from proformas for two case studies.  

These include exhibits from Etter’s Conducting Multi-Year Analysis (1995a, p. 61-65) 

and Peiser and Schwanke’s Multifamily Residential Development (1992, p. 137-40). 
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At the end of the validation phase, the logic model’s dependability is verified with a 

few notes due to differences in model’s assumptions.  However, the user interface’s 

accuracy of data-interchange set was verified with one-hundred percent identical results. 

Validation of the Model 

In order to produce a straightforward comparison, input variables applied in the 

proforma should be drawn directly from the reference.  However, due to the inefficient 

nature of the real estate market, much acquired data may not be instantly compatible 

with a logic model.  Some data may need to be thoroughly justified a strong 

understanding of the model’s assumptions. 

The first validation of the model’s outputs utilized a proforma presented in Etter’s 

Conducting Multi-Year Analysis case (1995a, p. 61-65) as a reference5 (Exhibit 53).  

Some variables had to be justified in order to be compatible with the proforma.  These 

justified variables are marked with numbering shades.  Descriptions of the justification 

are provided as this validation proceeds. 

                                                 

5 As a reference of the validation, a Microsoft Excel○R  reproduction of the case proforma 
and a series of corresponding LDEVOne spreadsheet are attached in Appendix I and J. 
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Exhibit 53 

LDEVOne Inputs and Source Variables 

from Conducting Multi-Year Analysis Case Proforma 

 

The justification of building areas and other input variables based on the facts 

presented in the proforma are highlighted with shade #1.  In addition, in calculating an 

annual debt service amount, Etter’s proforma utilized one-payment-per-year assumption, 
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while the LDEVOne computed the debt service with a more detailed monthly payment 

assumption (shade#2).  Although Etter’s assumption is good for classroom explanation, 

LDEVOne’s assumption is more commonly practiced.  Therefore, under the same 

financing amount of $557,070 with a 25-year 12%-interest permanent loan, the one-

payment-per-year and the twelve-payment-per-year assumptions require two different 

debt service amounts of $70,406.35, and $71,026.41 respectively.  These scenarios will 

result in more than a $600 inconsistency in before-tax cash flow amount calculated.  

Therefore, in order to compare the cash flow outputs influenced by two different 

assumptions, a verification of debt service amount and before-tax cash flow has to be 

separated.  A verification of the model’s monthly debt service scheme was conducted by 

using a commonly known Microsoft Excel○R ’s PMT function (Exhibit 54).  A justified 

12.1254% permanent financing interest rate was then applied in the model to level the 

annual debt service amount and proceed with the verification (shade# 3 in Exhibit 53). 

Once the input variables had been justified, the next step was to compare the 

proforma’s outputs with those presented in the reference case.  Exhibit 55, Exhibit 56, 

and Exhibit 57 (from page 121 to 123) respectively present the comparisons of the 

outputs for total development cost, annual before-tax cash flow from operation, and a 

before-tax cash flow from disposition. 
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Exhibit 54 

Verification of LDEVOne’s Output: Annual Debt Service 

by Using Conducting Multi-Year Analysis Case Proforma 

 

Exhibit 55 

Verification of LDEVOne’s Output: Total Development Cost 

by Using Conducting Multi-Year Analysis Case Proforma 
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Exhibit 56 

Verification of LDEVOne’s Output: Before-Tax Cash Flow from Operation 

by Using Conducting Multi-Year Analysis Case Proforma 
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Exhibit 57 

Verification of LDEVOne’s Output: Before-Tax Cash Flow from 

Disposition Output by Using Conducting Multi-Year Analysis Case Proforma 

 

Based on the results shown in these exhibits, LDEVOne’s total development cost, 

and annual before-tax cash flow from operations were verified.  However, the amounts 

of before-tax cash flow from disposition differ (row#13 in Exhibit 57) since they were 

influenced by two different debt service assumptions (row#12).  The difference in annual 

debt service amounts of the one- and the twelve-payment-per-year schemes results in 

uneven mortgage balances at the end of the holding period.  Similar to the debt service 

verification, the balance produced by LDEVOne had to be verified separately from the 

model.  By using Etter’s (1995a) constant payment mortgage approach, an amortization 

table was manually produced for the financing term.  Exhibit 58 presents the table with a 

highlight on the unpaid mortgage balance at the end of the fifth year.  Accordingly, the 

LDEVOne’s outstanding balance (row#12 in Exhibit 57) output is verified. 
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Exhibit 58 

Amortization Table 

 

Ending balance 
at the end of  

the 60th month 
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The second validation of LDEVOne logic model utilized a proforma presented in 

Peiser and Schwanke’s Multifamily Residential Development case (1992, p. 137-40) as a 

reference 6 .  From the case’s exhibits, it can be seen that factors and calculations 

presented in the case were rounded to the nearest dollar value.  In contrast, the subject 

proforma takes advantage of computer’s ability in detailed computing.  Thus, to 

establish a level ground, the Peiser and Schwanke’s proforma was literally reproduced.  

Microsoft Excel○R  spreadsheets with automated calculation features were used for the 

reproduction.  All automated calculations utilized in the reproduction were calibrated 

with appropriate logics and information presented in the case.  Furthermore, all decimal 

points were accounted for. 

Once the proforma was reproduced with detailed numbers, it was ready for use as a 

reference for the validation.  Accordingly, LDEVOne’s inputs and their corresponding 

referenced information are summarized in Exhibit 59.  By using a row number located 

on the left of each item’s description, each variable can be referred back to a 

corresponding source in Appendix L.  Although most variables can be related to an item 

in the reference proforma, some variables had to be justified. 

                                                 

6  Details of the original and the automated Peiser and Schwanke’s proformas are 
attached in Appendix K and L.  A series of LDEVOne spreadsheets utilized in the 
validation are shown in Appendix M. 
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Exhibit 59 

LDEVOne Inputs and Source Variables 

from Multifamily Residential Development Case Proforma 
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Exhibit 59 (Continued) 

 

Soft cost (shade#1) was justified by using a summation of professional service and 

financing fees in the referenced case.  A permanent financing fee in the proforma was a 

summation of Peiser and Schwanke’s permanent financing related items (shade#2).  

Stabilized year input (shade#3) was assumed directly from the facts presented in the 

source proforma.  The development fee was carefully justified because the fee assumed 

in the source proforma was a percentage of total hard cost alone.  However, the fee 

applied in the subject model has to be a percentage of every cost involved.  A justified 
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development fee of 3.926077% (shade#4) was formulated to achieve the same 

development fee amount of $239,235 presented in the proforma.  Finally, as preferred 

loan-to-value ratio was absent in the reference, a value of 65.59246% (shade#5) was 

assumed for LDEVOne to reach the same permanent financing level of $5,224,387. 

After these input variables were applied in place, total development cost is the first 

output to be verified.  Exhibit 60 verifies total development cost outputs produced by the 

LDEVOne proforma in comparison to the figures produced by the referenced proforma. 

Exhibit 60 

Verification of LDEVOne’s Output: Total Development Cost  

by Using Multifamily Residential Development Case Proforma 
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Following the verification of total development cost outputs was a validation of cash 

flow projection.  In the first run, two series of effective gross income (EGI) produced by 

the subject and the referenced proforma did not agree.  This was because the annual 

vacancy assumptions were different between the two proformas.  LDEVOne was 

developed based on the assumption that annual vacancy is accounted in every income 

category.  However, the referenced proforma does not apply vacancy rate to “other 

income” category.  Exhibit 61 presents the different effective gross income outputs due 

to inconsistent assumptions. 

In order to continue with the process, effective gross income outputs must be 

validated separately.  The validation of effective gross income outputs was verified by 

comparing results produced by the LDEVOne with a series of the income derived by 

manual calculations.  This verification is presented in Exhibit 62 on page 131. 

The next step in the validation process was to assume justified vacancy rates, which 

leveled LDEVOne’s effective income outputs with those presented in the reference.  A 

list of these justified rates is presented in Exhibit 63 on page 131.  Without any further 

justification, the subject proforma was verified with similar outputs from the referenced 

case.  Verifications of the subject proforma’s outputs are presented in a series of tables.  

Exhibit 64, Exhibit 65, Exhibit 66, and Exhibit 67 respectively present verifications of 

effective gross income outputs, before-tax cash flow from operation outputs, a before-tax 

cash flow from disposition output, and return on investment outputs. 
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The results of the two preceding validations indicate that LDEVOne proforma is 

capable of producing reliable supporting projections for income-producing real estate 

development feasibility assessments and risk analyses.  However, real estate markets are 

dynamic and inefficient, which makes speculating data forms and units difficult.  

Although LDEVOne proforma is flexible to enough to overcome many commonly 

known assumptions, the possibility of facing an unsupported assumption still exists.  

Users still need to use their expertise and judgment to justify the information factors and 

make the figures compatible with the proforma. 

As illustrated in Exhibit 27 (Conceptual System Integration), DSSVenture’s 

computation depends entirely on LDEVOne logic model.  For this reason, when the 

proforma is validated, the validity of LDEVOne system’s computability is assumed. 

Validation of the Interface 

As proposed in the Methodology section, validation of the interface utilized the 

same approach as that of the previous validation, Through the Output.  A verification of 

data-interchange was divided into two parts of interface data input and interface data 

output.  Accuracy of the interface data input was verified by comparing a set of manual 

input variables in the system interfaces with their corresponding input variables in 

LDEVOne.  In addition, for the interface data output, the accuracy was verified by 

comparing a set of LDEVOne’s automatically generated output variables with their 

corresponding outputs presented in the system’s interface.  Each screen was validated 

individually by using development variables from Peiser and Schwanke’s Multifamily 

Residential Development case study (1992, p. 137-40). 
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The study results indicate that DSSVenture’s user interfaces are capable of linking 

accurate data between users and the logic system as all input and output variables are 

correspondingly verified for screens in each category, namely development cost, 

operation, financing, and development-venture scenario.  The codes that connect the user 

interfaces with the logic models are also validated accordingly.  As supporting evidences, 

data input typed in the interfaces and their linked inputs in the LDEVOne as well as data 

outputs produced by the proforma and their linked outputs in the system interface are 

summarized in a series of tables in Appendix N.  A series of user interface screen 

captures and their corresponding LDEVOne worksheets are also attached at the end of 

the Appendix N. 

Testing 

As previously described in the Methodology section, the research’s goal of 

facilitation was tested using three operational hypotheses.  The general and test 

hypotheses are restated below: 

• General Hypothesis.  The proposed prototype DSSVenture will significantly 

facilitate developer’s decisions in scenario selection during the 

predevelopment stage of income-producing real estate development. 

• Hypothesis One.  DSSVenture-assisted users will be able to consider 

a greater number of development alternatives than non-DSSVenture-

assisted users. 

• Hypothesis Two.  DSSVenture-assisted users will take less time to 

select a development alternative than non-DSSVenture-assisted users. 
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• Hypothesis Three.  Variance in profit projection among DSSVenture-

assisted users will be lower than that among non-DSSVenture-

assisted users. 

The testing was conducted in Langford Architecture Center’s computer laboratory 

(Landford-A119).  The DSSVenture program was installed and tested on 31 computer 

systems on March 29, 2004.  All experimenting system setups were equipped with a 

two-gigahertz Intel’s Pentium-IV processor with a 512-megabytes memory.  Details of 

these systems are attached in Appendix O.  An introductory session was conducted on 

March 30, 2004.  The testing process started with a recapitulated lecture on feasibility 

analysis and venture structure.  The session was subsequently followed by a hands-on 

demonstration of the subject program, using a case study as a model for explanation 

(Appendix A).  The evaluation experiment was conducted during the following class 

session (April 1, 2004).  Twenty-one graduate students from the Land and Real Estate 

Development program participated in the study by completing two case studies 

(Appendix B and C) and two corresponding research surveys (Appendix F).  Although 

the two case studies selected for the experiment are equally compatible in work amount, 

there might be some differences in the nature of the cases.  While case study A relates to 

feasibility analyses and risk assessments of a multi-family residential development 

project, case study B refers to development of an academic building for a single tenant 

with a long-term lease contract. 

The twenty-one participants were randomly divided into two groups, the control and 

the experiment groups.  Half of the subjects in each group were randomly assigned to the 
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case A-then-B experiment scheme, while the other half of each group were assigned to 

the case B-then-A experiment scheme in order to minimize impacts caused by 

differences on the case studies’ nature.  As presented in the Methodology, in the pre-test 

observation, participants in the control group had access to DSSVenture system, while 

those in the experiment group had access to the LDEVOne.  All subjects had access to 

DSSVenture during the post-test observation. 

Since participation was on a voluntary basis, only nineteen survey responses were 

submitted.  In addition, because the study was intended to compare each individual’s 

response regarding pre- and post-test decision experience, a valid individual’s record 

required two survey responses.  One pre-test survey paper was found completely 

unanswered.  For this reason, only eighteen subjects are qualified.  Information collected 

from these surveys establishes the data set for research analyses (Appendix P). 

The data set comprises ten survey responses from the control group and eight survey 

responses from the experiment group.  These qualified subjects along with their 

corresponding pre-organized case sequences and required decision support tools are 

summarized in Exhibit 68. 
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Exhibit 68 

Qualified Subjects’ Surveys and Their Corresponding Case Studies, and Tools 

 

The experiment uses inferential statistics to draw conclusions about the entire 

population based on the sampling data.  Therefore, it is important to understand general 

demographic characteristics of the participants.  According to the survey, fifty percent of 

these subjects had educational background in North America, while the rest were 

educated in Asia (Exhibit 69).  While finance, economics, and construction were 

reportedly familiar practices among participants, architectural practice was reportedly 

the most comfortable.  A bar chart in Exhibit 70 illustrates average subjects’ skills by 

discipline.  The scale of zero to five indicates average comfort level respectively from 

the lowest (zero) to highest (five).  A summary of raw data collected from the data set is 

attached in Appendix P for further cross-examination of demographic and results. 
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Exhibit 69 

Demographic by Region of Educational Background 

 

Exhibit 70 

Demographic by Skills 
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Hypothesis One (Number-of-Alternatives-Examined Test) 

The results of this study indicate that, decision makers assisted by DSSVenture 

system are able to initiate and examine significantly more alternatives than those not 

assisted by the system.  Based on a sample size of ten participants in the control group 

and eight participants in the experiment group, pre-test survey results indicate a mean 

number of alternatives examined of 5.3 scenarios (with assistance of DSSVenture), and 

3.8 scenarios (without assistance of DSSVenture).  When all users had access to the 

subject system in the post-test experiment, the survey results point to increases in the 

mean number of alternatives examined to 6.0 scenarios and 7.6 scenarios for the control 

and the experiment groups respectively.  These figures represent a 13.2% increase in 

average number of alternatives examined by subjects in the control group utilizing 

DSSVenture system in both experiments.  In comparison, this represents a 103.2% 

increase for the control group (those going from manual LDEVOne to full DSSVenture 

system).  Individuals’ changes in number of alternatives examined are summarized and 

presented in Exhibit 71.  Exhibit 72 illustrates changes in the mean number of 

alternatives examined. 
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Exhibit 71 

Number-of-Alternatives-Examined Table – All Subjects 

 

Exhibit 72 

Changes in Mean Number of Alternatives Examined 
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The increase in mean number of alternatives examined for the control group 

between the two experiments is plausible.  There was an expected maturation effect 

revealed by the experience in previous decision contexts.  Although the case studies used 

in both experiments were not the same, common development decisions related to 

project’s feasibility and risk assessment were similar.  Due to the experience from the 

first session, these participants were expected to become more aware of key issues that 

could affect project feasibility.  This could explain the 13.2% increase for the control 

group.  Therefore, a 90.0% (103.2% - 13.2%) difference in mean number- of-

alternatives-examined was a potential credit of the subject system. 

In order to determine if the increase is statistically significant, a pool t-test was 

conducted by using Microsoft Excel○R ’s data analysis feature.  The test was run to find 

out whether the null hypothesis7 (µcontrol - µexperiment ≥ D0) could be rejected.  The null 

hypothesis would be rejected if the t-statistic value is equal to or smaller than the 

negative t-critical value of (t-statistic ≤ -tα 0.05). 

Exhibit 73 presents a summary table of the pool t-test.  It indicates a t-statistic of 

-3.9064, which is less than the negative t-critical value of 1.7459 for a 95% confidence 

level.  The level of significance p-value is reported at 0.0006.  Therefore, the null 

hypothesis was rejected.  This indicates a significant difference in number of alternatives 

examined. 

                                                 

7 Changes in the mean number of alternatives examined in the experiment group are not 
more than those in the control group. 
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Exhibit 73 

Changes in Mean Number of Alternatives Examined – All Subjects 

 

Additional analyses were conducted to examine whether a change in case sequence 

had impacts on the decision experience.  Results of both subexperiment groups 

resembled those of the entire sample set.  Exhibit 74 displays the data set of survey 

results organized by case-sequence subexperiment group.  Exhibit 72 on page 143 

illustrates results of the case-A-then-B, and the case-B-then-A groups in dotted and 

dashed line respectively. 
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Exhibit 74 

Number-of-Alternatives-Examined Table – Subexperiment Groups 

 

Based on a sample set of four participants in the control group and four participants 

in the experiment group, survey results from the case-A-the-B sub group respectively 

represent a 10.5% and a 106.3% increases in mean number of alternatives examined.  

Accordingly, this result indicates a t-statistic value of -2.6656, which is less than the 

negative t-critical value of 1.9432 for a 95% confidence level.  The level of significance 

p-value is reported at 0.0186.  Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected for the case-A-

then-B group.  On the other side, based on six control and four experiment participants 
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in the case B-then-A sub group, the survey results respectively indicate a 14.7% and a 

100.0% increase in mean number of alternatives examined.  For the case B-then-A group, 

the null hypothesis was also rejected because this statistic result indicates a t-statistic 

value of -2.5007, which is less than the negative t-critical value of 1.8595 (95% 

confidence level).  The level of significance p-value is reported at 0.0185.  Pool t-test 

statistics for both subexperiment groups are summarized in Exhibit 75. 

Exhibit 75 

Changes in Mean Number of Alternatives Examined – Subexperiment Groups 
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As supporting evidence for the conclusion, a bubble diagram in Exhibit 76 on 

illustrates distribution of individials’ changes in number of alternatives examined during 

the pre- and post-test experiments.  The bubble’s diameter represents frequency of 

subjects in the data point. 

Based on the above analyses, these survey results suggested that, regardless of the 

case’s nature, DSSVenture does significantly enhance comprehensiveness of the decision 

context.  Decision makers with assistance of the system are able to initiate and examine 

significantly more alternatives than those without assistance of the subject system, 

regardless of situations’ difficulty.  However, the results also suggested that the degree 

of statistical significance varied from case to case. 

Exhibit 76 

Distribution and Frequency of Changes in Number of Alternatives Examined 
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Hypothesis Two (Time-to-Reach-Decisions Test) 

The result of this study indicate that decision makers with assistance of DSSVenture 

system are able to reach a decision in significantly less time than those without 

assistance of the system.  Based on the data set, the pre-test survey results indicate that 

participants spent average time of 91.0 minutes (control group) and 88.1 minutes 

(experiment group) to reach a decision.  When all users had access to the subject system 

in the post-test experiment, the survey results indicate decreases in mean time to reach 

decisions to 86.5 minutes, and 61.3 minutes respectively for the control, and the 

experiment groups.  This statistics represents a 4.9% decrease in mean time to reach 

decisions of the control subjects who utilized DSSVenture system in both experiments.  

In comparison, the statistics represents a 30.5% decrease in mean time to reach decisions 

of the experiment subjects who shifted from using LDEVOne to DSSVenture system.  

The time test is graphically presented in Exhibit 78. 
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Exhibit 77 

Time-to-Reach-Decisions Table – All Subjects 

 

Exhibit 78 

Changes in Mean Time to Reach Decisions 
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A plausible reason for the control group’s decreased mean time to reach decisions in 

the two experiments can be explained by a maturation effect resulting from increased 

efficiency.  For these participants, the post-test experiment was the second feasibility 

and risk analysis utilizing the same decision support tool.  Although the case was 

different, participants were expected to be more familiar with the DSSVenture system.  

Therefore, efficiency in using the tool must have improved.  This could explain the 4.9% 

decrease in mean time to reach decisions for the control group.  Therefore, a 25.9% 

(30.5% - 4.9%) difference in mean time to reach decisions decrease can be attributed to 

the DSSVenture system. 

To determine if the decrease is statistically significant, a pool t-test was conducted.  

The test was aimed to examine whether the null hypothesis8 (µcontrol - µexperiment ≤ D0) 

could be rejected.  The null hypothesis will be rejected if the t-statistic value is equal to 

or higher than the t-critical value of (t-statistic ≥ tα 0.05). 

Exhibit 79 below presents a summary table of the pool t-test.  It indicates a t-statistic 

of 2.5397, which is greater than the t-critical value of 1.7459 for a 95% confidence level.  

The level of significance p-value is reported at 0.0109.  Therefore, the null hypothesis 

was rejected.  This indicates a significant difference in time to reach decisions. 

                                                 

8 Null Hypothesis Two: Changes the mean time to reach decisions in the experiment 
group are not more than in the control group. 
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Exhibit 79 

Changes in Mean Time to Reach Decisions – All Subjects 

 

The same data analyses were conducted to examine whether a change in case 

sequence had impacts on the decision experience.  Exhibit 78 on page 150 illustrates 

results from case-A-then-B, and case-B-then-A groups in dotted and dashed lines 

respectively.  The results from both subexperiment groups resembled those concluded 

from the entire data set.  Further details are reported below. 
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Exhibit 80 

Time-to-Reach-Decisions Table – Subexperiment Groups 

 

For the case-A-the-B group, the survey results indicate a 15.9% and a 31.1% 

decreases in mean time to reach decisions of the control participants and the experiment 

participants, respectively.  As presented in Exhibit 81, with 95% confidence interval, the 

t-statistic and the t-critical value are reported at 1.2153 versus 1.9432.  In this case, the t-

statistic is less than the critical value.  Therefore, this study cannot reject the null 

hypothesis A-then-B subexperiment group.  However, for the case-B-the-A group, the 
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survey results revealed a 1.8% increase and a 29.4% decrease in mean time to reach 

decisions.  With 95% confidence interval, the t-statistic was reported at 3.2621, which is 

greater than the t-critical values of 1.8595.  Hence, the null hypothesis was rejected for 

the case-B-then-A group. 

Exhibit 81 

Changes in Mean Time to Reach Decisions – Subexperiment Groups 

 

According to the results reported above, it can be seen that, in general, decision-

makers with assistance of DSSVenture system are able to reach a decision in 

significantly less time than those without assistance of the system.  However, because 

one case sequence can prove significance in time to reach decisions while the other 
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cannot, these changes in case studies’ nature influenced the variable.  In other word, with 

assistance of DSSVenture, developers’ time to reach decisions can be decreased.  

However, the amount of time reduced may vary according to the difficulty of the project 

examined. 

In order to offer a supporting evidence for the conclusion, Exhibit 82 depicts 

distributions of individuals’ changes in time to reach decisions by experiment groups.  

The diameter of a bubble represents frequency of subjects in the data point. 

Exhibit 82 

Distribution and Frequency of Changes in Time to Reach Decisions 

 

Three following exhibits offer supporting results that reinforce findings discovered 

in the hypothesis one and two.  Exhibit 83 summarizes the results with highlights on the 

number of subjects whose number of alternatives examined increased and time to reach 

decisions decreased in the experiment.  Exhibit 84 organizes the same result in two case-
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sequence subexperiment groups.  Exhibit 85 graphically compares these percentage 

results for overall experiment. 

Exhibit 83 

Result Summary – Hypothesis I & II – All Subjects 
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Exhibit 84 

Result Summary – Hypothesis I & II – Subexperiment Groups 
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Exhibit 85 

Result Summary – Hypothesis I & II – Graphic Comparisons 

 

The hypothesis one aims to find whether DSSVenture has an impact on enhancing 

developers’ comprehensiveness of the decision context by increasing the number of 

alternatives examined.  The result indicates that all participants (100%) in the 

experiment group reported an increase in the number of alternatives examined, as 

compared to a 40% of participants in the control group.  The two case-sequence 

subexperiment groups (Exhibit 84) indicate results in the same direction with only a 50% 

and a 33% of control subjects in the case A-then-B and the case B-then-A group.  As a 

supporting reason for the hypothesis one’s conclusion, it can be seen that a potential 

benefit of DSSVenture program is to enhance developers’ comprehensiveness in 

exploring the decision context regardless of situations’ nature. 

In other dimension, decreases in time to reach decisions are discovered in an 87.5% 

of participants in the experiment group versus a 40% of participants in the control group.  
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For the case B-then-A group, results reveal the same direction with all (a 100%) of the 

experiment subgroup versus a 16.7% of the control subgroup (Exhibit 84).  However, the 

case A-then-B subgroup indicate different result.  The decrease in time to reach 

decisions were reported by the same percentage (a 75%) of participants in both control 

and experiment groups.  The same number of subjects, whose time to reach decisions 

decreases in the experiment, confirms a similarity to the subgroup’s pool statistics results 

that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected (Exhibit 81). 

The results indicate another potential benefit of DSSVenture program in enhancing 

decision efficiency by reducing to time to reach decisions.  The decreases in time to 

reach decisions were discovered in overall subject, but not in all case-sequence 

subexperiment groups.  Potentially, enhancement of decision efficiency varies due to the 

difficulty of the situation. 

Hypothesis Three (Coefficient of Variation Test) 

“Large economic size” is among important characteristics that distinguishes real 

estate from other types of investment (Etter, 1995d).  Real estate development 

commonly requires a large amount of capital.  Nevertheless, one can never be sure what 

“the large amount” means in term of dollars.  Capital involved in real estate development 

varies due to countless reasons ranging from project’s size, location, to building specs.  

A potential benefit of using a decision support system is the reduction in diversity of 

performance. 

The third hypothesis examines volatility of performance resulting from the 

DSSVenture program.  As addressed in the Literature Review, financial analyses 
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conducted during the predevelopment stage are primarily aimed at evaluating the 

interests of key participants by using two common risk evaluation measures, namely Net 

Present Value (NPV) and Internal of Rate Return (IRR).  Since the DSSVenture was 

developed from developers’ points of view, NPV was selected to compare investment 

performance under alternative scenarios or in comparing two developments. 

Although standard deviation is a useful measure of data variability, it is not a fair 

measure for evaluating projected net present values of two development projects.  A 

simple explanation is that the two projects may differ in magnitude of capital required 

for the investment, and accordingly, the magnitude of projected NPV amounts.  Lyman 

Ott and Michael Longnecker (2001, p. 93) suggest the use of coefficient of variation (CV) 

to measures the variability in the values relative to the magnitude of the population mean.  

The CV is a unit-free number and expressed as a percentage of the population’s standard 

deviation compared to the population’s mean.  In this study, the coefficient of variation 

was utilized as the device for comparing variations of projected net present value 

amounts.  Therefore, the two experiments would have equivalent degrees of variability if 

subjects’ projected NPVs from both groups represent the same CV. 

The analysis was conducted by using data sets organized by two case-sequence 

subexperiment groups.  For case A-then-B subexperiment group, the results indicate a 

52.2% difference in coefficient of variation for the control participants.  The coefficient 

ratio decreased from 54.55% in the pre-test experiment to 2.34% in the post-test 

experiment.  In contrast, for the experiment participants, the coefficient ratio 

experienced a 65.24% decrease from 72.42% (pre-test) to 7.28% (post-test).  For case B-
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then-A subexperiment group, the results indicate a 2.5% difference in the coefficient of 

variation of the control participants.  The variation ratio decreased from a 13.63% in the 

pre-test experiment to an 11.13% in the post-test experiment.  In contrast, for the 

experiment samples, the coefficient ratio experienced a 16.63% decrease, from 45.73% 

(pre-test) to 25.10% (post-test).  Exhibit 86 presents coefficient of variation for the two 

case-sequence groups.  Exhibit 87 illustrates a comparison of the variation from the pre- 

and the post-experiments. 

Based on the data set and the comparison above, it can be seen that decreases in 

coefficient of projected net present value variation from experiment groups are more 

substantially than that from control groups in both case-sequence.  Participants in the 

experiment group are those who went from manual LDEVOne proforma in the pre-test 

observation to DSSVenture system in the post-test observation.  Therefore, a 13.03%9  

difference in coefficient of variation in the case A-then-B group and a 14.13%10 are 

potential credits of the subject system.  Therefore, based on these comparisons, it can be 

concluded that the group of DSSVenture-assisted decision makers could produce profit 

projection that are more likely to be consistent than those without assistance of the 

system Exhibit 87. 

                                                 

9 CV difference for the experiment group – CV for the control group 
(72.42%-7.18%)-(54.55%-2.34%) = 13.03% 

10 CV difference for the experiment group – CV for the control group 
(41.73%-25.10%)-(13.36%-11.13%) = 14.13% 
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Exhibit 86 

Result Summary Table - Coefficient of Variation 
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Exhibit 87 

Coefficient of Variation Test 

 

Documentation and Review 

As previously discussed in the Methodology, this dissertation constitutes the results 

of the Documentation and Review phase of this research.  In addition to the written 

material contained herein, the reader is also encouraged to request a demonstration disc 

of the prototype program.  The author’s contact information can be found in 

DSSVenture’s About screen in Appendix H. 
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CONCLUSION 

Overview 

This study presents the development of a prototype decision support system for 

feasibility analysis, alternative assessments, and related testings in income-producing 

real estate development.  The prototype DSSVenture was developed and documented in 

this study.  After the design and development stage of the system, DSSVenture’s logic 

and data models were validated.  The system was then tested to determine if its main 

objective, facilitation of developers’ decisions during the predevelopment of income-

producing real estate, had been achieved.  The testing was conducted by applying use of 

the system on a group of graduate students who enrolled in an advanced real estate 

development course at Texas A&M University.  This research tested three operational 

variables: number of alternatives examined, time to reach decisions, and coefficient of 

projected net present value variations.  The testing results indicate that: 

1. DSSVenture significantly enhances comprehensiveness of decision context 

by increasing the number of alternatives examined, regardless of situations’ 

difficulty. 

2. DSSVenture significantly contributes to the efficiency of decision-making 

process by reducing decision makers’ time to reach decisions.  However, the 

results also indicate that the decrease in time to reach decisions varies 

according to project difficulty. 

3. DSSVenture substantially reduces variation in profit projection among 

decision makers. 
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Implications for Developers 

At this early stage of development, DSSVenture is robust enough for 

implementation and evaluation.  However, due to the limitation in its logic model’s 

assumptions and data analyses, the prototype version still needs additional programming 

as well as continued linkages in order to effectively benefit developers in the field and 

meet commercial software standards.  As a result, DSSVenture program will furnish 

developers with a quick, reliable, and consistent tool that helps identifying potential 

opportunities, possible returns, viable alternatives, and relevant risks.  This application 

of the system is particularly useful especially for small developers with limited resources. 

Implications for Other Users 

A fully developed DSSVenture system has a potential to benefit many professionals 

involved in real estate development.  In particular, the program could serve as an aid for 

anyone concerned with project feasibility and associated risks such as equity investors, 

construction lenders, and permanent lenders. 

The evaluation experiment has also revealed that real estate development students 

are among those who could benefit from the system.  To be sure, the art of negotiation 

and deal making is an attribute that distinguishes successful developers from others.  In 

advanced learning, strategies can be explained and demonstrated through the use of the 

system without the hassles of manual number crunching.  Development-venture 

scenarios can be orderly organized, efficiently summarized, and precisely pointed out as 

needed without difficulty of running through a pile of prints.  Therefore, class 

discussions can be focused entirely on achieving the optimum deal and examining data 
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sensitivity.  Students can follow the point without being confused with calculation and 

scenario organization. 

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

During the course of design and development, notes were continually taken to 

ensure that any weaknesses found would be documented.  With generous help of a 

couple of graduate students in Land and Real Estate Development program at Texas 

A&M University, several pre-tests were conducted to identify potential weaknesses and 

strengths of the study.  Many limitations had been overcome as the system underwent 

countless revisions.  A summary of such limitations follows: 

• Flexibility.  Although the prototype program was developed with flexibility 

in mind, the feature had been achieved only in data input dimension.  As 

documented in the logic model validation, it can be seen that the program 

lacks flexibility in terms of proforma’s logic assumptions.  The absence of 

flexibility thus impedes the facilitation objectives as some input variables 

need to be justified by the decision maker before they can be applied in the 

program’s user interfaces.  Although the logic model can be directly 

customized by using Microsoft Excel○R , the user’s expertise with computers 

along with thorough understanding of the sophisticated model is essentially 

required.  In addition, the customizing process is time-consuming and error-

prone.  A survey response suggested that the program should be equipped 

with an “undo” function, which provides users with an option to revert their 

data setup in case a mistake occurred.  Although these limitations were not 
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detrimental to testing of the system, they should be overcome in a 

commercial grade edition. 

• Scope.  Feasibility assessment using the DSSVenture system is limited to 

analysis at the before-tax level, due to the model’s logic limitations.  

Although before-tax analyses are adequate for preliminary decisions, after-

tax analysis deals with returns that might be achieved from the investment, 

due to tax shelter benefits.  Although taxation is complicated and vary across 

markets and situations, it could be accommodated by developing calculation 

modules that allow users to manually configure typical tax conditions.  

Expectedly, eliminating this limitation could increase substantially the 

number of professionals who could benefit from DSSVenture program. 

• Linkage to Data Source.  DSSVenture’s database file cannot be linked to 

and from other sources.  In DSSVenture, a new project analysis always has 

to starts with a blank database file.  When the analysis is completed, 

development-venture and assumption records are contained strictly within 

the file.  In other words, any parts of an established analysis’s data set cannot 

be shared with others.  However, there are some typical component 

scenarios, which can be used throughout the industry; for example, 

construction cost and operating expense ratios based on the building’s type 

and specification.  These component assumption settings can be repeatedly 

utilized in projects that share similar properties.  By allowing decision 

makers to reuse typical data, time can be saved and typographical errors can 
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be reduced.  Although this limitation does not interfere with the facilitation 

objective, its availability would potentially enhance developers’ ability to 

devise creative scenarios in timely manner.  Moreover, with widely used 

internet technology and commercial compact disc databases, many of these 

typical references are available online and off-the-shelf.  The program 

should be continuously developed to expand assumption record sharing 

capability and enable linkage to existing commercial sources available. 

• Data Analysis.  The prototype program offers a menu option that duplicates 

the completed database file for further cross analysis.  However, in the 

evaluation experiment, none of the participants exercised this option.  This 

could be because using a raw database is an advanced procedure that 

requires expertise in handling a computerized database.  Like other 

limitations, data analysis limitation does not impede the facilitation objective.  

However, if this limitation can be improved upon, decision makers will 

benefit more from the program.  Further development of the program should 

include automated features that assist decision makers in extensive analyses 

of the data source, which may include an automated sensitivity analysis 

feature, and a Monte-Carlo risk simulation feature. 

The major strengths of the system include three important features as demonstrated 

in the screen captures. 

• Friendly Interfaces.  As illustrated by the screen captures, DSSVenture is 

very user-friendly.  This strength is supported by the fact that all users were 
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able to begin using the system and master its function to produce meaningful 

decision support information within the first hour, which is a very short 

learning curve by any standard. 

• Saving Time.  DSSVenture expedites decision-making process by 

decreasing the time to reach decisions.  This means time can be spent on 

other tasks, such as procuring reliable and meaningful information, 

researching sensitive variables, identifying potential deals, and even 

pursuing other potential opportunities. 

• Comprehensiveness.  DSSVenture program also enhances the decision 

makers’ comprehensiveness of the decision contexts by increasing the 

number of alternatives to be examined.  This means the decision makers will 

have an opportunity not only to see, but also to be informed of more viable 

alternatives, potential returns, and associated risks.  The quality of the 

decision as well as the level of confidence in the decision should increase 

accordingly. 

• Consistent Output.  DSSVenture program relies on computers’ efficiency in 

conducting pre-programmed cognitive tasks.  Since the program passed the 

validation in the testing stage, results are certainly dependable and consistent 

in both formats and applications.  Moreover, by allowing decision makers to 

reuse component scenario settings, the program offers a high level of 

variable consistency by eliminating typographical errors caused by 

repeatedly entering the same data set.  Therefore, instead of being concerned 
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with the accuracy of data inputs, decision makers can focus on other matters 

that are also critical to the decision, such as initiating creative development-

venture scenarios and examining sensitive variables. 

• Integrative Synergy.  The prototype program initiates a synergy of a 

computerized database and an established logic model by using integrative 

user-friendly interfaces.  Based on the results of this study, coupled with 

developers’ expertise, the completed DSSVenture is expected to be a 

supporting tool that assists developers in obtaining competitive advantages 

in income-producing real estate development. 

Recommendation for Further Study 

Based on the conclusion, implications, strengths and limitations discussed above, 

this study identifies the following areas of research and development for future 

improvement of the system: 

• Continued development of code modules to increase system’s robustness 

• Continued development of calculation modules to increase flexibility and 

expand coverage of projection 

• Continued development of data module to achieve data sharing attribute 

• Continued development of automated data analysis feature 

• Continued tests of facilitation attributes (number of alternatives examined, 

time to reach decisions, and coefficient of variation) 
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APPENDIX A 

INPUT SHEET FOR DSSVENTURE DEMONSTRATION 
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APPENDIX B 

CASE STUDY A – CAMPUS POINT STUDENT APARTMENTS 
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Opening Note 

This case study is published strictly for DSS education and evaluation purposes.  
Information provided in the case does not necessarily spell out real situation and/or 
opinions of Texas A&M’s officials. 

Introduction 
You are an Assistant Director for a real estate development/investment firm located 

in Dallas, Texas.  Recently, your firm has been invited to submit a development proposal 
for a new Texas A&M's Student Apartment Facility.  The facility is an integral part of a 
pending Texas A&M’s mixed use 12-acre public/private co-development on College 
avenue, located in the north vicinity of the campus.  Your boss, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Vice President for Real Estate has recently assigned you to assist him in 
handling the deal. 

Texas A&M is seeking proposals by developers for 320 apartments.  The university 
decided to sell a portion of the 12-acre Northgate property (or lease the ground) to the 
developer, and lease back the apartments at the lowest possible rate.  The university will 
then rent the units to students to provide affordable housing at below market rental rates. 

Since the apartments will be fully leased to a premier state university, this 
opportunity presents a low risk venture.  Such property will certainly strengthen the 
company’s real estate portfolio, and enhance its entry in the academic facility sector. 

Your boss called and asked if you could assist him with conceptual feasibility 
analysis and explore possible venture structure for the opportunity.  He would be back to 
the office tomorrow, and will have a meeting with you as soon as you are ready. 

Conceptual Feasibility Analysis and Venture Structure 
In response to your boss’s request, you have decided that, at least, you would like to 

have a professionally prepared packet with the following items: 
• Conceptual Financial Analysis, including a list of all assumptions made in the 

preparation of your analysis. 
• Recommended Venture Structure (with an alternative fall-back scenario) 
• An evaluation of relative sensitivity of critical variables used in the analysis 

Key Parties and Their Interests 
o Texas A&M (The Property Owner and the Tenant):  The University owns a 12-

acre property on College Avenue that has been under-utilized for many years.  A 
study by the Graduate Program in Land Development suggested a master-
planned development of “Campus Circle,” a mixed-use urban village.  In early 
2004, the university decided to sell (or lease) a portion of the 12-acre property to 
a developer who would be interested in developing a student apartment facility 
that would be leased back to the university for 15-year renewable term.  
Individual units would be rented to qualified students by the university at below 
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market rates.  The university is interested in minimizing its lease payments for 
the finished facility. 

o Your Development Company (The Developer):  The real estate development 
company specializes in multifamily residential development.  The company has 
focused in the Dallas and Arlington metro for more than 10 years.  The company 
seeks opportunity to develop additional properties without a high-risk exposure, 
and to enter the university-affiliated student-housing sector.  Typical company 
investment per-property is not to exceed $250,000.  Equity investors are expected 
to demand a 25% minimum IRR. 

o Associated Real Estate Investment Funds (Optional Investors): $800,000 
Maximum investment per property with a minimum return of 20%-IRR. 

The Development 
o The Master Plan: As proposed by the Graduate Program in Land Development, 

“Campus Circle” is a mixed-use urban village development on the University’s 
12-acre site in Northgate.  The project would include a 95,700 square foot of 
academic facilities, a hotel/conference facility, 320 apartment units, 140 
traditional and luxury sports condominiums, and retail space for food, beverage, 
service, and general merchandise.  The development would involve Tax 
Increment Financing for the infrastructure, public financing for the conference 
center, and private financing for the hotel, retail, and housing segments. 

o The Market:  Average annual rents for comparable apartments in Bryan/College 
Station are $14.18/SF, $12.21/SF, and $13.20/SF respectively for one-, two-, and 
three-bedroom unit type.  Market occupancy rate is reported at 94% and is 
expected to decline in the short term.  On the other hand, College Avenue 
apartments, a graduate student housing apartment complex owned and operated 
by the university, have been fully occupied since it is leased at below market 
rates.  In 2004, College Avenue apartments are leased at $9.20/SF and $7.68/SF 
for one- and two-bedroom unit type respectively.   

o The Site:  The site is a portion of the 12-acre.  There is no asking price set for the 
property.  However, according to a Brazos County Appraisal District, the 
property is worth approximately $460,000 in the current market. 

o The Facility: The housing project has only been conceptually designed in 
Campus Circle report.  A final design has to be developed by an architectural 
firm and approved by the city.  Following are the concept-stage data: 
 Units and Building Area Requirements: Preliminary building facility program 

consists of 30 1-BR, 50 2-BR, and 40 3-BR apartments, with unit size at 550 
SF, 850 SF, and 1,000 SF each respectively.  Based on the company’s 
experience in multi-family housing design, 90% building efficiency could be 
expected.  Therefore, the 99,000 leasable square feet would require gross 
building area of about 110,000 SF.  Construction quality is assumed 
comparable to those of College Avenue apartments.  A summary follows: 
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Student Apartment Facility - Average Annual Rent Table 
 1-BR 2-BR 3-BR 

Units 30 Units 50 Units 40 Units 
Area 550 SF 850 SF 1,000 SF 

Total Area 16,500 SF 42,500 SF 40,000 SF 
Total Leasable Area 99,000 SF 
If rented at “market rate”  

Annual Rent per SF $14.18/SF $12.21/SF $13.20/SF 
Annual Revenue $233,970 $518,925 $528,000 
Total Revenue $1,280,895 
Average Rent – Market Rate $12.94 /SF 
If rent at “College Avenue’s rate”  

Annual Rent per SF $9.20/SF $7.68/SF $8.44/SF 
Annual Revenue $151,751 $326,358 $337,674 
Total Revenue $815,782 
Average Rent – College Avenue’s Rate $8.24 /SF 

 
 Construction: Construction cost is estimated at $52.43 per SF.  As the cost of 

construction materials has been fluctuating recently, the total cost could 
climb up to $59.86 per SF.  A 12-month construction period is projected with 
a 2005 construction start.   

 Professional Services: Total cost for professional services (e.g. architects, 
engineers, etc.) is expected to range from $420K to $447K.  In addition, your 
company typically charges 5% of development cost as a Development Fee to 
cover its overhead, transportation, supplies, etc. 

o Operations: Upon completion, the entire facility will be triple net leased to Texas 
A&M University.  The department of student life will be responsible for leasing 
individual units to qualified students.  The university will be responsible for 
operating expenses (i.e. cleaning, utilities, and securities).  The building owner 
will be responsible for a 5% replacement reserve fund. 

o Financing: Based on the company’s financing experience, a 25-year permanent 
financing with 7.5% APR plus 1-point fee is most likely.  However, the interest 
rate may fluctuate to 8.5%.  To compensate for the below-market lease to tenant 
that is very unlikely to default, the lender agreed to a relatively high loan-to-
value ratio of 90% (compared to 80% market rate), and relatively low debt-
coverage ratio of 1.1 (compared to 1.25 market rate).  Construction financing is 
expected at 8.5%APR with 1-point lending fees. 

o Other Factors: Due to an exceptional location and a low-risk tenant, the project’s 
capitalization rate is expected to be 10% (compared to 12.5% market rate).  The 
company and the investors usually assume a 10% general discount rate.  Property 
owners’ discount rate of 3% is usually assumed. 

A minute ago, your boss called, and asked you to consider the two strategic 
scenarios (Buy, or Lease the property), and be creative as much as you can to generate 
possible venture structures.  Along with your recommendation, he would like to find out 
at least the following: 

1. Equity Investment range from both the Developer and the Investors. 
2. Range of possible Net Present Value to the Developer. 
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3. Your recommended and fallback venture structures (with expected Net Present 
Values). 

4. Maximum land cost that the project could afford if the apartment is leased to 
TAMU at College Avenue’s rate and the market-appraised value could not be 
agreed. 

The opportunity has been included in tomorrow’s executive meeting agenda, which 
your attendance is required.  Wouldn’t it be a chance to catch the spotlight? 

Input Summary Table 
Factors Range of Possible Values 
Development Costs Most Likely Worst Scenario 
 Land Cost $460,000 
 Hard Cost $52.43 /SF $59.86 /SF 
 Soft Cost   
 Soft Cost (Excluding Loan) $420,000 $440,000 
 Development Fees 5.0% of Development Cost 
Operation   
 Area   
 Gross Building Area  110,000 SF 
 Leasable Area 99,000 SF 
 Vacancy   
 Year 1 0.0% 
 Year 2 0.0% 
 Year 3 0.0% 
 First Stabilized Year Year-1 
 Operating Expenses   
 Replacement Reserve Fund 5.0% of Cash Flow 
Financing   
 Permanent Financing   
 Term 25 years 
 Interest (APR) 7.5% APR 8.5% APR 
 Fee (%) 1.0% 
 Ratios   
 Loan-to-Value 90.0% 
 Debt-Coverage Ratio 1.10 
 Construction Financing   
 Interest 8.50% 
 Fee 1.0% 
Other Factors   
 Groundbreaking 2005 
 Capitalization Rate 10.0% 
 Discount Rates  
 Developer & Investors 10.0% 
 Property Owner 3.0% 
Venture   
 Developer   
 Desired NPV $1,000,000 (and 25% IRR) 
 Maximum Investment  $250,000 
 Investor   
 Required IRR 20.0% 
 Maximum Investment $800,000  
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APPENDIX C 

CASE STUDY B – TEXAS A&M’S NEW ACADEMIC FACILITY 
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Opening Note 

This case study is published strictly for DSS education and evaluation purposes.  
Information provided in the case does not necessarily spell out real situation and/or 
opinions of Texas A&M’s officials. 

Introduction 
A couple hours ago, your boss, the CFO and VP for Development, was at a lunch 

meeting with a key member of Texas A&M’s development council to gather more 
information about the Student Apartment Facility.  In the meeting, he was advised that, 
in addition to the discussed Apartment Facility, the master plan also included a 95,700-
SF academic facility, which the university was also looking for a creative venture to 
develop.  Although the call for proposal has not been officially announced, preliminary 
development details have been discussed in the meeting. 

Unlike most investment properties, the entire facility will be under a triple net lease 
to the university, and will be operated under the university’s budgets.  The project is 
considered attractive yet very low risk, because the tenant is a distinguished public 
university.  Addition of such property will enable the company to capitalize on a vast 
new market segment, as well as diversify the company’s real estate portfolio. 

It was 4:30 pm.  Your boss called.  He let you know that the preliminary 
information of the Academic Facility had been faxed to his secretary.  He asked you to 
go through the information, run feasibility analysis, and explore as many viable venture 
structures as possible.  He would arrive tomorrow morning, and would have a meeting 
with you while the ideas were fresh. 

Conceptual Feasibility Analysis and Venture Structure 
In response to your boss’s request, you have decided that as a minimum, you would 

like to have a professionally prepared packet with the following items: 
• Conceptual Feasibility Analysis, including a list of all assumptions made in the 

preparation of your analysis. 
• Recommended Venture Structure (with alternative fallback scenario). 
• An evaluation of relative sensitivity of critical variables used in the analysis. 

Key Parties and Their Interests: 
o Texas A&M (The Tenant and Property Owner):  The University owns a 12-acre 

property on College Avenue that has been under-utilized for years.  The 
University is looking for a creative way to provide additional academic spaces 
under recent budget constraints.  Therefore, no capital investment is expected, 
and expenses should be kept to a minimum.  In 2004, the university decided to 
sell (or lease) a portion of the 12-acre property to a developer who would be 
interested in developing a 95,700 SF. academic facility that would be leased back 
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to the university for 15-year renewable term.  The university is interested in 
minimizing its expenses that may involve with the finished facility.  

o Your Development Company (The Developer):  The company always welcomes 
opportunity to build and diversify real estate investment portfolio with 
acceptable-to-minimum associated risks.  Typical budget per property is up to 
$250,000 with a preferred-25% minimum return – IRR.  Higher investment range 
is possible but very unlikely. 

o Associated Real Estate Investment Funds (Optional Investors): Require a 
minimum return of 20%-IRR on buildings with AAA-rated tenants.  Equity 
investment budget is up to $1,200,000 per property with AAA-rated tenants. 

The Development 
o The Master Plan: “Campus Circle” is a mix-used urban village development on 

the 12-acre site in the Northgate area.  The project would include a 95,700 square 
foot academic facility, a hotel/conference facility, 320 apartment units, 140 
traditional and luxury sports condominiums, and retail space for food, beverage, 
service, and general merchandise.  The development would involve Tax 
Increment Financing for the infrastructure, public financing for the conference 
center, and private financing for the hotel, retail, and housing segments. 

o The Site:  The site is a portion of the 12-acre.  There is no asking price set for the 
property.  However, according to a Brazos County Appraisal District, the 
property is worth approximately $600,000 in the current market. 

o The Facility: The facility has been conceptually designed in Campus Circle 
report.  However, final design has to be developed by an architecture firm and 
approved by the university and the city.  Following are the concept-stage data: 
 Building Area Requirements and Construction:  The building has to meet 

university’s standard and has to be in accordance with the university’s 
guidelines.  Preliminary building facility program requires 95,700 SF, mainly 
for faculty offices, lecture rooms, auditoriums, and supporting facilities.  
Required building area and specifications are comparable to Wehner building 
on West Campus (built at approximately $120.57/SF).  Your colleague in 
construction department has suggested that, with slightly different 
specifications per industry standards for office buildings, the building could 
be built at $103.84/SF.  A 12-month construction period is projected with 
ground breaking in the beginning of 2005. 

 Professional Services: Total cost for professional services (e.g. architects, 
engineers, etc.) is expected to range from $554K to $590K.  In addition, your 
company typically charges 5% of total development cost as a Development 
Fee to cover its overheads, transportation, supplies, etc. 

o Operations:  Upon completion, the facility will be entirely leased to Texas A&M 
as a single tenant.  Facility operating expenses (e.g. cleaning, utilities, and 
security) will be under university’s budget.  The building owner will be 
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responsible only for a 5% replacement reserve fund (5% of EGI).  At present, 
average rental rate for comparable space in B/CS market is $17.5/SF annually. 

o Financing:  Based on the company’s financing experience, a 25-year permanent 
financing with 7.5%APR plus a 1-point lending fee is most likely.  However, the 
interest rate may fluctuate to 8.5%.  To compensate for the below-market lease to 
the tenant that is very unlikely to default, the lender has agreed to a relatively 
high loan-to-value ratio of 90% (compared to 80% market rate), and relatively 
low debt-coverage ratio of 1.1 (compared to 1.25 market rate).  Construction 
financing is expected at 8.5% APR with 1-point lending fees. 

o Other Factors: Given that the university will lease the entire facility on a long-
term contract, the project is considered very low risk.  Therefore, capitalization 
rate is advised at 9.5%.  The company and the investor usually assume a 10% 
general discount rate.  Property Owner’s discount rate is usually assumed at 3%. 

A minute ago, your boss called again.  He informed you that it was most likely to 
lease the building to the university at $15.45/SF.  However, he asked you to be as 
creative as you can to generate possible venture scenarios.  Along with your 
recommendation, he would like to find out at least the following: 

1. Equity Investment range from both the Developer and the Investors. 
2. Range of possible Net Present Value to the Developer. 
3. Your recommended and fallback venture structures (with expected Net Present 

Values). 
4. Maximum land cost that the project could afford if the building is leased to 

TAMU at $14.5/SF ($3 /SF below market) and the market-appraised value could 
not be agreed. 
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Input Summary Table 
Factors Range of Possible Values 
Development Costs Most Likely Worst Scenario 
 Land Cost $600,000 
 Hard Cost $103.84 /SF $120.57 /SF 
 Soft Cost   
 Soft Cost (Excluding Loan) $554,000 $590,000 
 Development Fees 5.0% of Development Cost 
Operation   
 Area   
 Gross Building Area  95,700 SF 
 Leasable Area 95,700 SF 
 Rental Rate $15.45 /SF $14.50 /SF 
 Vacancy   
 Year 1 0.0% 
 Year 2 0.0% 
 Year 3 0.0% 
 First Stabilized Year Year-1 
 Operating Expenses   
 Replacement Reserve Fund 5.0% of Cash Flow 
Financing   
 Permanent Financing   
 Term 25 years 
 Interest (APR) 7.5% APR 8.5% APR 
 Fee (%) 1.0% 
 Ratios   
 Loan-to-Value 90.0% 
 Debt-Coverage Ratio 1.10 
 Construction Financing   
 Interest 8.50% 
 Fee 1.0% 
Other Factors   
 Groundbreaking 2005 
 Capitalization Rate 9.5% 
 Discount Rates  
 Developer & Investor 10.0% 
 Property Owner 3% 
Venture   
 Developer   
 Desired NPV $1,000,000 (or 25% IRR) 
 Max Investment  $250,000 
 Investor   
 Maximum Investment $1,200,000 
 Required IRR 20.0%  
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APPENDIX D 

APPROVED INFORMATION SHEET 
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Figure 1 

Approved Information Sheet 
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APPENDIX E 

APPROVED IRB APPLICATION 
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Figure 2 

Approved Texas A&M’s IRB Application 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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Figure 2 (Continued) 
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APPENDIX F 

SURVEY INSTRUMENT SAMPLE 
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Figure 3 

Survey Instrument Sample – Subject’s ID “JAF” 
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Figure 3 (Continued) 
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APPENDIX G 

DSSVENTURE’S PROGRAM FEATURES 
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Data Interactivity Feature 
As discussed in the Theory, variations of a factor can cause a chain-reaction 

throughout a scenario.  Therefore, it is important to provide decision makers with 
interactivity of data inputs and outputs.  Data Interactivity Feature enables decision 
makers to realize instant impacts resulting from changing assumptions.  The interactivity 
feature incorporates every user-interface in DSSVenture program.  When a factor is 
modified, the proforma instantly calculate and inform the user with outputs resulting 
from the modification.  A chain-reaction of the impact can be observed instantly 
throughout the development scenario. 

Database Organization Feature 
The Database Organization Feature is a key development of DSSVenture program.  

As shown in the Conceptual System Integration and Logic and Data Model Synthesis 
diagrams, a database model is one of the key elements synthesized in DSSVenture 
system.  Once the decision maker has produced a reasonable scenario, database 
organization allows them to record the scenario for future reference and comparisons.  
Figure 4 presents a sample of the feature in a component assumption screen (Permanent 
Financing) with a highlight○A  on database control bar.  Figure 5 on page 211 presents 
the Development-Venture Scenario with highlights on the following features: 

• The database control bar○1 :  Programmed to allow users to navigate 
around scenario (or assumptions) records with an ease of clicking forward 
and backward arrows. 

• The filter command button○2 :  Used to focus on specific scenarios with 
one or more specific assumptions.  For this example, the filter is applied 
when the decision maker needs to focus on only development-venture 
scenarios, which land and construction costs are equal to $436,000 and 
$85.30/SF respectively. 

• The data comparison menu command○3 :  Designed to assist decision 
makers in summarizing selected input and output variables.  When the 
comparison menu command is executed, a variable selection screen provides 
the decision maker with choices of variables to be included in a scenario 
summary worksheet.  Figure 6 on page 212 presents the variable selection 
screen, while Figure 7 on page 213 presents a scenario summary in 
Microsoft Excel○R  worksheet format. 
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Figure 4 

Database Organization Feature: Permanent Financing Assumption Screen 
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Scenario Duplication Feature 
A development-venture scenario and a component assumption normally comprise 

multitude of factors.  In order to explore sensitivity of a factor, an analysis is usually 
conducted by changing one factor at a time and leaving other factors intact.  As a result, 
creating a new scenario by typing the same set of factors is tiresome and time-
consuming.  Many times, data inconsistency can be caused by typographical errors. 

The Scenario Duplication Feature was developed with an aim to facilitate data 
sensitivity analysis, and scenario conception process.  The Duplicate [current scenario or 
assumption] button in all system interfaces automatically generates a new record by 
using the latest assumptions and values appearing on the screen.  The new record is then 
ready for modification.  Although a traditional new blank scenario function is not as 
convenient, it is also incorporated through use of the New [scenario or assumption] 
button on every screen.  Figure 8 presents a sample of the feature○B  in a component 
assumption screen (Soft Cost).  Figure 9 presents the Duplicate buttons ○C  in 
Development-Venture Scenario screen. 

Figure 8 

Scenario Duplication Feature: Soft Cost Assumption Screen 
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Drop-Down Selection Box Feature 
When performing a sensitivity analysis, it is commonly known that a component 

assumption can be used repeatedly.  Capitalizing on user’s familiarity with currently 
available programs, DSSVenture provides drop-down selection boxes that allow users to 
apply a pre-specified set of inputs variable repeatedly.  Without a tedious task of typing 
a set of inputs over again in every related scenario, DSSVenture’s interface was 
programmed to incorporate existing data with the selection box feature to allow users to 
recall and apply an appropriate set of pre-utilized factors in the calculation.  This feature 
aims not only to expedite decision-making process, but also to enhance data input 
consistency.  The drop-box feature is demonstrated in Figure 10. 

Figure 10 

Drop-Down Selection Box Feature 

 

Pop-up Tip Label Feature 
The Pop-up Tip Label is among popular features widely adopted in Windows-based 

commercial applications.  A pop-up label is normally displayed in a brief moment after 
the cursor stops over an input or an output field.  In DSSVenture program, the label was 
programmed to present necessary information about the object pointed to, including 
input and output fields, drop-down selection boxes, and command buttons.  Figure 11 
demonstrates the Pop-up Tip Label Feature when the cursor stops over the input field of 
investors’ percentage of disposition income distribution. 
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Figure 11 

Pop-up Tip Label Feature 

 

Error Message Feature 
Similar to most commercial programs, DSSVenture offers an Error Message 

Feature.  When a violation occurs, an error message with appropriate description will be 
displayed in a pop-up dialog window.  Figure 12 presents an error dialog window, when 
the project’s holding period input validation rule is violated.  Error loops were 
programmed to display the dialog window until the OK command button is executed.  
The input value in the corresponding field (Project Holding Period, in this case) will be 
changed to a default value. 
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Figure 12 

Error Message Feature 

 

Default Value Feature 
The prototype DSSVenture includes Default Value Feature that allows an analysis to 

be performed with a minimum numbers of inputs required.  Every DSSVenture’s 
interface screen always starts with a default “n/a” in all input fields.  For most input 
variables, leaving an “n/a” means the factor is not applicable in the scenario.  However, 
for some input factors, assumptions are far more complicated since the program was 
designed to resemble real situations.  With an “n/a” in a variable input field, DSSVenture 
assumes a default value for the factor to process calculation.  Figure 13 presents a list of 
default values assumed for in DSSVenture. 

In addition, the Default Value Feature plays a considerable role in preventing 
computation errors due to data’s type-mismatch.  If a character-numeric type-mismatch 
error occurs, an error loop will automatically convert the data to “n/a.”  The error loop 
will then informs the user of the error with the preceding Error Message Feature.  The 
default value will be assumed until an appropriate input is applied. 
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Figure 13 

List of Default Values Assumed for Input Factors 

 

DSSVenture program informs users of the default value through use of the Pop-Up 
Tip Label Feature.  Figure 14 presents an example of a default value notification when a 
mouse cursor stops over the disposition expense input field. 
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Figure 14 

Default Value Feature 

 

Calculation Assistant Feature 
In real estate development, some input factors may comprise multiple calculations, 

for example land acquisition costs.  Hence, a calculation is often needed to modify the 
data into a unit that is appropriate for the model.  DSSVenture program is equipped with 
an optional Calculation Assistant Feature that will facilitate the calculation of data 
inputs. 

Using Land Cost component assumption screen as a model for explanation, Figure 
15 presents the Calculation Assistant Feature.  When needed, a calculation assistant 
screen can be executed by a square button on the right-hand side of the input field○1 .  In 
this case, Land Acquisition Cost Calculator screen○2  is activated.  With its five input 
fields available, total land acquisition cost can be computed from up to five land plots.  
A click at Update button○3  will instantly relay the calculated value to a corresponding 
input field○4  in Land Cost component assumption screen.  Figure 16 lists component 
assumption screens equipped with the feature. 
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Figure 15 

Calculation Assistant Feature 

 

Figure 16 

Calculation Assistant Feature: List of Related Input Fields 

 

Traditional Windows Program Dialog Feature 
Since the majority of business computer users are familiar with Microsoft 

Windows○R  operating systems, DSSVenture follows the program tradition for easy 
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operation.  These features include form- and menu-oriented design, point-and-click 
command execution, and Windows’ traditional communication dialog boxes. 

Figure 17 presents a sample of the traditional communication dialog box utilized in 
DSSVenture.  This dialog box is among popular interfaces used in communication 
between the user and the computer in Windows-based programs, such as Internet 
Explorer○R , and Microsoft Office○R  suite.  The dialog box presented in the exhibit offers 
a means to locate and select a database file for use in the program. 

Figure 17 

Traditional Windows Program Dialog Feature 

 

Traditional Menu Bar Feature 
This feature was designed to appeal to experienced computer users.  DSSVenture is 

equipped with a traditional menu bar located in the top left corner of the program’s main 
window.  Clicking on any of the words will either activate drop-down cascading menus, 
or execute a corresponding command.  Figure 18 demonstrates the Traditional Menu Bar 
Feature waiting for a click to execute a command programmed for the cascading menu. 
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Figure 18 

Traditional Menu Bar Feature 

 

Auto Save Feature 
All input and output variables in a scenario are critical data.  They are automatically 

saved as the user proceeds through the system.  Auto Save Feature is programmed to 
safeguard information in the event that a power or other type of computer failure occurs.  
At any time, the user can shut down the computer or exit DSSVenture system.  Upon 
returning to the system, all scenarios and assumptions recorded will be available. 

Print Feature 
When a printout is needed, DSSVenture program provides four printing options.  

These options and their detail descriptions are listed in Figure 19 below. 
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Figure 19 

Print Feature 

 

Analysis Expandability Feature 
DSSVenture is designed with a future expansion in mind.  It was originally devised 

with intent of providing a full supporting analysis for real estate development decision 
during the predevelopment stage.  DSSVenture system’s complex calculation and 
database are based on the LDEVOne.xlt, a Microsoft-Excel○R -based proforma, and 
DSSVenture.mdb, a Microsoft-Access○R -based data model.  Depending on the decision 
maker’s computer skills, the system computation can be directly customized as needed 
in the proforma.  In addition, the complete database can be downloaded and manually 
cross-examined as needed outside the system environment. 

Figure 20 presents the Analysis Expandability Feature.  A complete database file 
can be copied by the highlighted Copy Database menu command○D .  A click on the 
Display Spreadsheet command button○E  loads the LDEVOne proforma with input/output 
factors currently shown in the system’s interfaces.  With a careful program coded in 
DSSVenture’s interfaces, these input/output factors shown in the proforma are 
dynamically linked with variables in the system.  Depending on the user’s computer 
skill, the proforma is ready for customization through use of Microsoft Excel’s interface.  
In addition, the spreadsheet is ready for detail presentation. 
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APPENDIX H 

ADDITIONAL USER INTERFACE DETAILS 
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Introduction Screen 
The Introduction Screen was developed with the goals of reinforcing the underlying 

objectives and strategies employed in the design and development of DSSVenture 
system, as well as encouraging the use of technology in real estate development and 
feasibility analysis.  Information shown on this screen includes the program title, 
reinforcing graphics, the copy right, and the software version. 

This screen automatically loads when the program is executed.  The screen will 
disappear when the user clicks on any part of the screen.  The screen will also disappear 
automatically after ten seconds of presentation.  The menu screen is the next interface 
activated when the introduction screen unloads.  Figure 21 and Figure 22 present the 
screen’s data and the screen capture. 

Figure 21 

Introduction Screen’s Data 
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Figure 22 

Introduction Screen Capture 

 

Menu Screen 
The Menu Screen is the first interface executed when the Introduction Screen 

disappears.  On the technical side, this screen accommodates a large number of invisible 
procedural code modules.  Throughout a computing session, these modules provide 
complex instructions for internal computations, internal linkages among data models, 
logic models, and supporting programs.  Therefore, the menu screen was configured to 
appear as the application background until the program completely unloads. 

Apart from providing the invisible codes, the Menu Screen offers a traditional 
Windows menu bar at the top portion of the screen.  The menu bar offers five executable 
command groups, namely File, Scenarios, Reports, Database, and Help.  Several 
commands organized within these groups and their corresponding descriptions are 
summarized in Figure 23 below.  The Menu Screen’s data and capture are shown in 
Figure 24 and Figure 25. 
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Figure 23 

Menu Screen Organization 
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Figure 24 

Menu Screen’s Data 
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Land Cost Assumption Screen 
The Land Cost Assumption Screen is the first component assumption interface 

discussed in the Cost component category.  The screen’s data and capture are presented 
in Figure 26 and Figure 27.  This component assumption screen can be executed by a 
command button○20  located on the right of the Total Land Acquisition Cost output field 
on Development-Venture Scenario screen.  Otherwise, this screen can be activated by a 
menu command as listed in Figure 23 (Menu Screen Organization). 

This screen, as well as every component assumption interface, loads with a modal 
attribute to prevent syntax errors caused by variable conflicts.  Therefore, access to any 
program objects below the screen is prohibited (except the menu bar) until this screen 
completely unloads.  When this screen loads, a corresponding component assumption 
shown in Development-Venture Scenario screen is called up as a current record. 

Variable input fields on this screen include a Land Cost ($net), a Building Cost 
($net), and an Other Cost/Adjustment ($net).  Calculations in the proforma produce a 
total land acquisition cost output that will be subsequently relayed back to a 
corresponding output field on the screen.  It must be noted that calculations in LDEVOne 
proforma and data presentation/record in DSSVenture program are always connected.  
When a variable input is changed, the new value will be automatically applied in every 
related scenario throughout the analysis.  Sensitivity of the variable can be instantly 
noticed. 

Figure 26 

Land Cost Assumption Screen’s Data 
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On the right of the three input fields, there are columns of buttons programmed to 
facilitate data input process by using Calculation Assistant Feature.  These three buttons 
execute three calculation assistant interfaces, namely Calculator: Land Acquisition 
screen○21 , Calculator: Building Acquisition screen○22 , and Calculator: Others/Adjustment 
screen○23 .  Each calculator screen provides an appropriate automation and computation 
for complicated projects with multiple land plots, existing structures, and cost 
adjustment items respectively.  On every calculator assistant screen, an Update 
command button is programmed to relay an output generated in the screen to a 
corresponding input field in the main screen.  The Update button also unloads the form. 

Finally, the land cost and all other assumption screens include a database 
organization feature, which is described in Appendix G. 

Hard Cost Assumption Screen 
Hard Cost Assumption Screen is one of component assumption interfaces included 

in the DSSVenture program.  The screen’s data and capture are presented in Figure 28 
and Figure 29.  This screen is executed by two means of a command button○24  located on 
the right of the Total Hard Cost output field in Development-Venture Scenario screen, 
and a menu command presented earlier in Figure 23 (page 229).  The screen’s modal 
attribute, the linkage to the LDEVOne proforma, and the database organization feature 
remain similar to the Development-Venture Scenario screen not only for this interface, 
but also for the entire component assumption screens. 

Variable input fields on this screen include a Construction/Improvement Cost 
($/SF), and an Other Cost/Adjustment ($net).  Clicking on the command button○25  on the 
right of the Other Cost/Adjustment input field activates the screen’s calculation assistant 
feature.  Total hard cost output field dynamically links to the total hard cost cell in 
LDEVOne. 

Figure 28 

Hard Cost Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Soft Cost Assumption Screen 
The Soft Cost Assumption Screen’s data and capture are presented in Figure 30 and 

Figure 31.  Similar to previous screens discussed, this screen can be executed by using a 
command button○26  on the right of total soft cost output field in Development-Venture 
Scenario screen, or a menu command presented in Figure 23 (page 229). 

As illustrated in Figure 31, this screen’s variable input fields include a Soft Cost 
($net), an Other Cost/Adjustment ($net), and a Development Fee (% to development 
cost).  Two command buttons located next to soft cost○27 , and other cost/adjustment ○28  
fields are programmed to execute soft cost and adjustment calculator interfaces.  A 
Construction Loan Fee Allowance, a Permanent Loan Fee Allowance, and a Total Soft 
Cost output fields directly connect values from corresponding cells in LDEVOne. 

Figure 30 

Soft Cost Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Building Area Assumption Screen 
Building Area Assumption Screen is the first component assumption featured in the 

Operation category.  The screen’s data and capture can be seen in Figure 32 and Figure 
33.  Like other component assumption interfaces, this screen can be executed in two 
ways by using a command button○29  located on the right of leasable area output field in 
Development-Venture Scenario screen, or a menu command described earlier in Figure 
23 (page 229). 

Variable input fields on this screen include a Gross Building Area (SF), a Usable 
Area (SF), and a Leasable Area (SF).  The final leasable area output field is dynamically 
automated by the LDEVOne proforma.  The automated value is used to compute the 
project’s potential gross income, while the gross and the usable areas are used for 
estimations of respectively construction/improvment cost and operating expenses per 
building area. 

Figure 32 

Building Area Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Operating Income Assumption Screen 
The Operating Income Assumption Screen is among ten component assumption 

interfaces equipped in the program.  The screen’s data and capture are presented in 
Figure 34 and Figure 35.  Like the previous screens, this assumption screen can be 
executed by using a command button○30  located on the right of potential gross income 
output field in Development-Venture Scenario, or a menu command presented earlier in 
Figure 23 (page 229). 

Variable input fields on this screen include an Annual Rental Rate ($/SF), an Other 
Income ($-net), and an Income Growth Rate (%).  A command button○31  located on the 
right of the other income input field is programmed to execute a Calculation Assistant 
Feature, Other Income Calculator interface.  Potential Gross Income output field refers 
to a value from the corresponding output cell in LDEVOne. 

Figure 34 

Operating Income Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Vacancy Assumption Screen 
The Vacancy Assumption Screen is another component assumptionl interface 

incorporated in the Operation category.  The screen’s data and capture are presented in 
Figure 36 and Figure 37.  Similar to other component assumption screens, Vacancy 
Assumption Screen is executed by using a command button○32  on the right of the 
Stabilized Year Vacancy output field in Development-Venture Scenario, or a menu 
command presented earlier in Figure 23 (page 229). 

Variable input fields on this screen include a First Stabilized Year (operating year), 
and a series of Annual Vacancy Rates (%), which cover expected vacancy rate of the 
first to the ninth operating year.  Located on the right of each Annual Vacancy Rate 
input fields is an output field programmed to automate corresponding year’s final 
vacancy rate applied in the scenario in case the inputs are not available.  These output 
fields were programmed to correspond with the output cells in LDEVOne’s Cash Flow 
Schedule worksheet. 

Figure 36 

Vacancy Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Operating Expense Assumption Screen 
Another component assumption interface featuring in the program is the Operating 

Expense Assumption Screen.  The screen’s data and capture can be seen in Figure 38 
and Figure 39.  Like other component assumption interfaces, this screen is executed by 
using a command button○33  located on the right of the Operating Expense Component 
Assumption drop-box in Development-Venture Scenario screen, or a menu command 
presented earlier in Figure 23 (page 229). 

Variable input fields on this screen include an Operating Expense per Collectible 
Income (% to effective gross income), an Overhead Expense ($net), an Operating 
Expense per Building Area ($/useable area), a Replacement Reserve (% to net income), 
an Expense Growth Rate (%), a Developer’s Incentive Fee (% to cash flow) and a 
Developer’s Incentive Threshold ($).  Three calculation assistant screens can be 
executed to aid calculations of the Expense per Collectible Income amount○34 , the 
Overhead Expense amount○35 , and the Expense per Building Area amount○36 . 

Figure 38 

Operating Expense Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Private Money Mortgage Assumption Screen 
This screen is the first component assumption interface discussed in the Financing 

category.  The screen’s data and capture are presented in Figure 40 and Figure 41.  The 
Private Money Mortgage Assumption Screen is executed by using a command button○37  
located on the right of the Private Money Mortgage assumption drop-down selection box 
in Development-Venture Scenario screen, or a menu command presented earlier in 
Figure 23 (page 229). 

Two variable inputs are essential for an assumption setting.  These include an an 
Interest Rate (%APR), and a Mortgage Term (years).  This screen offers two variable 
output fields that inform the user of the mortgage amount required, and the annual debt 
service amount estimated for the scenario.  These fields dynamically derive values from 
the corresponding output cells in LDEVOne. 

Figure 40 

Private Money Mortgage Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Construction Financing Assumption Screen 
This screen is another component assumption interface discussed in the Financing 

category.  The screen’s data and capture are presented in Figure 42 and Figure 43.  Like 
other component assumption screens, Construction Financing Assumption Screen can be 
executed by using a command button○38  located on the right of the Construction 
Financing Assumption selection box in Development-Venture Scenario screen, or a 
menu command presented in Figure 23 (page 229). 

Two variable inputs are critical for a construction financing assumption.  These 
include an Interest Rate (%APR), and a Lending Fee (% to the required financing 
amount).  This screen offers three output fields that inform the user of the potential 
maximum financing amount suggested by the proforma, the financing amount required 
for the scenario, and the financing term supplied by the project detail screen.  These 
field’s values dynamically refer to the corresponding output cells in LDEVOne. 

Figure 42 

Construction Financing Assumption Screen’s Data 
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Permanent Financing Assumption Screen 
The Permanent Financing Assumption Screen is the final component assumption 

interface in DSSVenture.  The screen’s data and capture are presented in Figure 44 and 
Figure 45.  Similar to other component assumption screens, Permanent Financing 
Assumption Screen is called on using a command button○39  on the right of the Permanent 
Financing Assumption field in Development-Venture Scenario, or a menu command 
presented in Figure 23 (page 229). 

Six variables are essential inputs for a permanent financing assumption setting.  
These variables can be divided into two categories, namely preferred financing ratios, 
and potential financing term.  The preferred financing ratios category includes three 
input variables of a Loan-to-Value Ratio (% to economic value), a Loan-to-Cost Ratio 
(% to development cost), and a Debt Coverage Ratio.  The potential financing term input 
variables include an Interest Rate (%APR), a Financing Term (years of loan course), and 
a Lending Fee (% to the required mortgage amount). 

This screen offers three output fields, which inform users of the potential maximum 
mortgage amount suggested by the proforma, the mortgage amount required in the 
scenario, and the annual debt service estimated for the mortgage.  These fields directly 
refer to the corresponding output values in LDEVOne. 

Figure 44 

Permanent Financing Assumption Screen’s Data 
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About DSSVenture Information Screen 
Located in the help category in the menu bar (in the Menu Screen) is an About 

[DSSVenture] menu command.  The command activated About Dssventure Information 
Screen.  With the program’s general information to acquaint users with the system, the 
screen capture is presented in Figure 46 below. 

Figure 46 

About DSSVenture Information Screen 
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APPENDIX I 

ETTER’S MULTI-YEAR ANALYSIS IN MICROSOFT EXCEL 

FORMAT 
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Figure 47 

Proformas for Multi Year Analysis in Microsoft Excel 
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APPENDIX J 

ETTER’S MULTI-YEAR ANALYSIS IN LDEVONE.XLT 
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APPENDIX K 

ORIGINAL PEISER AND SCHWANKE’S 

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING CASE STUDY 
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Figure 51 

Original Multifamily Case Study: Operating Income and Expenses Summary 
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Figure 52 

Original Multifamily Case Study: Development Cost Summary 
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Figure 53 

Original Multifamily Case Study: Other Assumptions 
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APPENDIX L 

AUTOMATED PEISER AND SCHWANKE’S MULTIFAMILY 

HOUSING CASE STUDY IN MICROSOFT EXCEL FORMAT 
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Figure 58 

Automated Multifamily Case Study: Operating Income and Expense Summary 
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Figure 59 

Automated Multifamily Case Study: Development Cost Summary 
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Figure 60 

Automated Multifamily Case Study: Other Assumptions 
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APPENDIX M 

PEISER AND SCHWANKE’S MULTIFAMILY HOUSING 

CASE STUDY IN LDEVONE.XLT 
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APPENDIX N 

VALIDATION OF INTERFACES’ DATA INTERCHANGES 
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Figure 68 

Data-Interchange Verification between DSSVenture Interfaces and LDEVOne’s Variables: Cost 

Category Screens 
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Figure 69 

Data-Interchange Verification between DSSVenture Interfaces and LDEVOne’s Variables: 

Operation Category Screens 
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Figure 70 

Data-Interchange Verification between DSSVenture Interfaces and LDEVOne’s Variables: 

Financing Category Screens 

 

Figure 71 

Data-Interchange Verification between DSSVenture Interfaces and LDEVOne’s Variables: Project 

Detail Screen 
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Figure 72 

Data-Interchange Verification between DSSVenture Interfaces and LDEVOne’s Variables: 

Development-Venture Scenario Screen 
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Figure 74 

Data-Interchange Validation: Project Detail Screen 

 

Figure 75 

Data-Interchange Validation: Land Cost Assumption Screen  
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Figure 76 

Data-Interchange Validation: Hard Cost Assumption Screen 

 

Figure 77 

Data-Interchange Validation: Soft Cost Assumption Screen 
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Figure 78 

Data-Interchange Validation: Building Area Assumption Screen 

 

Figure 79 

Data-Interchange Validation: Operating Income Assumption Screen 
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Figure 80 

Data-Interchange Validation: Vacancy Assumption Screen 
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Figure 81 

Data-Interchange Validation: Operating Expense Assumption Screen 

 

Figure 82 

Data-Interchange Validation: Private Money Mortgage Assumption Screen 
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Figure 83 

Data-Interchange Validation: Construction Financing Assumption Screen 

 

Figure 84 

Data-Interchange Validation: Permanent Financing Assumption Screen 
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APPENDIX O 

TEST SETUP 
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Figure 88 

Test Setup: Session I – The Introduction 

Date: March 30, 2004 

Time: 4:30 PM – 5:45 PM 

Locations: Langford A119 

Number of Computers: 36 

Number of Computers with 
DSSVenture Installed: 

31 

Number of Participants: 24 

Number of Submitted Surveys: n/a 

Figure 89 

Test Setup Detail: Session II – The Experiment 

Date: April 1, 2004 

Time: 4:30 PM – no time limit 

Locations: Langford A119 

Number of Computers: 36 

Number of Computers with 
DSSVenture Installed: 

31 

Number of Participants: Total: 21 
Control: 11 
Experiment: 10 

Number of Submitted Surveys: Total: 19 
Control: 10 
Experiment: 19  
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Figure 90 

Test Setup Detail: Computer Systems 

Processors: Intel○R  Pentium IV 

Speed: 2.0 Gigahertz 

Random Access Memory: 512 Megabytes 

CD-Rom: Yes 

Keyboard: 101-Key Generic 

Mouse: Optical 

Monitor: 15” LCD 
(1280x1024) 

Microsoft Excel○R : Installed – Version 2002 

Microsoft Access○R : Installed – Version 2002 
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APPENDIX P 

EVALUATION EXPERIMENT DATA TABLES 
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Figure 91 

Demographic Data 
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Figure 92 

The Data Set 
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